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ABSTRACT 

·Tissue cultures were prepared from cerebel Ia and mid-brain 

of neonatal rats by e~bedding the explants in plasma clots on cover 

slIps and. incubating them in roller tubes at 36°C with a nutrient 

medium co~~isting of 75% balanced salt solution and 25% calf serum. 

Within. about two to three weeks the cultures flattened so that the 

nerve eel Is eventually became arranged In a two-dimensional array 

surrounded by a felt-1 ike matrix of glial eel Is and glial and neuronal 

processes. Under a phase contrast microscope, the I iving nerve eel Is 

could then be clearly seen and distinguished from other eel Is Cgl ia, 

fibroblasts, etc.). Some of the structural features of neurons, 

Vl 

such as Nissl substance and neurofibri Is as revealed by histological 

methods, appeared quite normal. Structures resembling terminal 

boutons were commonly seen ·after Bodian's or Holmes' silver impreg

nation of unsectioned cultures. Myel in formed in the cultures usually 

after about 10 - 12 days ~vitro. 

By positioning microelectrodes under visual c9ntrol near 

the soma of a neuron, spontaneous extracel l~lar action potentials 

werA rA~nrrlerl from the majority of eel Is tostod. ThQt the spikes 

orlginated in the soma of neurons nearest to the electrode and not 

from axons or dendrites in the vicinity was proven by showirg that 

the spikes stopped when the neuron in question was ki I led. At room 
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temperature, the average frequency of spikes was generally between 

·SO and 300 spikes per minute, with bursts, doublets and triplet 

spikes frequently occurring. 

The average spike frequency could be reduced to almost zero 

and the duration of the spike cduld be increased by a factor of 

almost two by lowering the temperature from 25°C to 16°C. At 36°C 

the spike f~equency ~as ~p to twice as high and the duration of tha 

spike wasdistinctly shorter than at room temperature C25°Cl. 

Above about 43 to 45°C the spike actiiity stopp~d irreversibly. 

The lnte~spike interval histogram usually showed several peaks with 

rather narrow distributions, and in general did not follow a Gauss[an 

or Pol~son distribution. which seems indicative of neuron~l circ11its . . 
or som~ other non-~andom influence. 

Spike trains simuitaneously recorded with two mlcroelec-

trades from two neurons in the same microscopic field and separated. 

by as far as 200 ~were usual1y loosely correlated, i.e., some 

spikes from one neuron were accompanied by a near-coincident spike 

from tho ~ccond neuron, wni le there were alsu ::.IJik.~~ frurn ~d<.:h 

neuron that did not correlate in time with spikes from the second 

neuron tested. 

'The average spike frequency could be increased and the 

discharge patte~n drastlcal ly altered by the addition of 10 ~g/ml 

• 
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~trychnine to the bathing medium during electrophysical recording. 

Reduction of the calcium concentration in the bathing medium (from 

2.55 mM to 1.2 mM) resulted in a temporary high frequency burst of 

spikes followed by a depression of the spl~e frequency. Decreasing 

or Increasing the magnesium concentration caused an increase or 

decrease, respectively, of the average frequency of unit ipike 

activity. 

Membrane potentials of up to -77 mv and subthre~hold 

signals resembling EPSP's could be recorded with intracellular 

electrodes from neuronal somas. 

From the non-random interspike intervals, from the high 

degree of correlation of two simultaneously recorded spike trains, 

anu fruru lirE:! effects of strychnine and magnesium, it is .concluded 

that the neurons in these thinly spread cultures form synaptrcal ly 

connected nets of interacting units. These thin cultures therefore 

seem to be a favorable preparation for the study of some problems of 

mammalian neurobiology, where simplification of the system, control-

lable environment, visibility, 

living neurons is desirable. 

and accesslbl I ity of individual 

Vlll · 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nervous tlssu~ grown and maintained~ vitro represents a 

model system for the study of some of the properties of neurons and 

their Interactions under relatively slmple and controllable conditions. 
I 

Many Investigations of cultured nervous tissue were and are st.ill:' con-

cerned with demonstr~ting the Integrity of Its crucial eel lular and or

ganotyplc parameters, such as its cytological, morphological, ultra

structural, bloelectrica·l, and biochemical properties. As will be seen 

from a review of the relevant I iterature, most of the Important struc-

tural and functional attributes of nerve. eel Is are indeed maintained In 

culture; thus neurons differentiate and mature~ vitro, their electri-

cal properties correspond wei I to the~ vivo situation, and they seem 

to r~tain at least some of their biochemical specificity • 

. A. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Obtaining successful cultures of nervous tissue seems to be 

~s much an art as a science. Th~ establishment, Improvement, and 

refinement of culture techniques to obtain cultur~s of uniform differ-

entiatlon and development was prerequisite to this study, consequently 

much time has been spent on this aspect of the problem. Next, a char

acterizatron 6f the spontaneous bioelectric activity was nece~sary be-
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.- fore emb~rklng upon the maln goal of thts tnvesttgatton. Thls was first, 

to establ tsh. that the .neurons In thinly-spread cultures have functional 

synapses formi.ng nets of· interacting units; and second, to explore some 

of the properties of these interactions with extracellular and Intra~ 

eel lular microelectrodes under a variety of environmental conditions. 

B. DEVELOPMENT OF NERVE TISSUE CULTURE TECHNIQUES 
• 

·/ 

1~ Advantages ~nd Disadvantages af Tissue Culture 

Long~term isolation of tissues has both experimental dlsad-

vantages and advantages. It Implies a considerable disruption of the 

nbrma I environment of the ce II s, as we II as a dIstort I on of the l!l vIvo 

topographic and physlol.oglcal relationships of the tissue, If the 

environment is cha.hged too drastically, as for i·nstance In established 

subcultured cell lines, the Ce'lls· usually lose their characteristic 

morphology and function and dedifferentiate into a more embryological. 

state lHarrls, 1964). For some primary lls~u~ ~ul luf~S, where en ct-

tempt is made to allow the eel Is to be Integrated Into a tissue, as Is 

the ~ase in the cultivation of nervous tissue, dedifferentiation is· 

usually not evident. Nevertheless, one has to be c.;unslalll ly on gu~rd 

for such' undesirable effects when dealirig with cultured tissue.· On the 

·other hand, is~lat(on and the ensuing stmpllflcatf9n of the tissue In 

culture under suitable conditions allows 

\.• 
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a) control of the physical. and chemical .environment (nu

trtents, tons, honnones, dr.ugs,.temperature, radiation, 

etc.>; 

b) isolation from the .control I ing and modifying influences 

(neural, humoral, hormonal) of other tissues rn the body; 

c) continuous .observation of the eel Is In their living state 

u'nder a sui tab I e microscope (phase contrast D poI ariz i ng D 

i'nterference~ fluorescent, etc.) permitting study of 

morphology and eel I dynamics; 

3 

d) accessfbllfty of Individual eel Is and even parts of cells 

to exploration with microelectrodes, mlcrobeams, and other 

micro-instruments; and 

e) the possibility of studying intracellular molecular syn

thesis.and degradation with tracer and other techniques. 

Compared to tissue slices and other similar short-term Iso

lation techniques, long-term isolation In cultures often permits recov

ery from the dissection trauma and from the transient changes occurring 

in the tissue In Its adaptation to the new environment. The recovery 

may not be complete, but hopefully at least some slowly changing con

dition Is reached which allows meaningful experimentation. 

AI I of these factors are of special significance In the study 

of nervous tissue, because the nervous system Is an almost hopelessly 

compl~x organ consisting of variou.s functionally and structurally dif

ferent eel I types .. Simpl iftcatfon, coupled with the controllable envir

onment, visual izatlon, and.accessfbflfty made possible by the technique 
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of tissue culture, may therefore be one of the productive avenues to the 

study of some aspects of the nervous system. 

2 •. Historical developments 

A valuable guide to the older literature Is the Bibliography 

.Qf_ tho Recearch .l.!l Tl10sue Cl..tlt•.tre c:-omp( 1Ar1 h)i Murrny and Kopech (1953). 

Several recent books treat modern culture methods In detail and offer . . 

an introduction to various aspects of tissue culture research (Cameron, 

1950; Parker, 1961; Penso & Baldu.cci, 1963; Harris, 1964; Merchant, 

Kahn & ·Murphy, 1964; Paul, 1965; and Wlllmer, 1965). The revlews by 

Th~mas (1956), Murray (1965), and Lumsden (1968) deal ln particular wlth 

nervous tissue in culture. 

Early attempts at culturing lsolated tlssue by von Reck-

I lnghausen (1866), Roux (1885), Ljunggren (1897), and many others, may 

only have resulted ln a somewhat delayed death and decay of th~ 'll~~u~::~~. 

But Jolly (1903), for Instance, was able to malntaln and observe 

amoeboid movement and eel I dlvlslons of leucocytes .l.!l vitro for about 

a month. In order to study the development of nerve fibers, Harrison 

(1907, 1910) developed a technlque of culturing nerve tlssue from 

embryonic frogs by embedding the explants In lymph clots on coversllps ~ 

inverted· and seale'd over depression sl ldes. In thrs way he observed the 

formation of fibers by protoplasmic outflowlng from the central peri-

karya and thus substantlal.ly contributed to the conft"rmation of the 

neuron doctrine of nerve development. 

1..· 



Morphol_ogtcal studies continued from 19~0 to the present, 

but th.e mafn effort went into expertments on the regenerative and pro

liferative capacities _of· explanted eel Is, usfng tissues of many ori

gins. Until better methods had been developed, the study of nervous 

tissue was I lmi~ed by ttle apparent inability of the cultures to survive 

for longer than a week or two, after which the newly grown fibers. 

usually started to degenerate (lngebrlgtsen, 1913). Nevertheless, sig

nificant contributions to many problems of neurology were made during 

this time: e.g., Levi and Meyer (1945) on nerve regeneration; Weiss & 

Hiscoe (1948) on axoplasmic flow; on fiber orientation during devel

opment (summarized In Weiss, 1955); and on the existence of (non-arte

factual) Nissl substance and neurofibrl Is in living neurons (reviewed 

by May and Courtey, 1966). 

5 

· 3. Modern Nerve Tissue Culture Methods 

Any tissue culture·method must attempt to provide the tissue 

wlth. an environment that Is close to the .l..!l vivo situation while allow-

. ing for the simpl lflcation and accesslbll tty demanded by the partlc~lar 

experiment, Successful long-term cultivation of nervous tissue seems 

to be possible with a n~mber of techniques using various combinations 

of vess~)s, substrates for eel I attachme~t, and compositions of nutrient 

media, However, several critical requirements are common to alI 

"techniques: 



a) 3 An optimu~ size of the explqnt, us~al ly about 1 mm , 

small eno.ugh to allow diffusion of nutrients· and oxygen 

to all parts of t~e tissue, yet large enough to leave a 

maximum number of Gel Is undamaged or wi~h recoverable 

damage (Peterson, Crain & Murray, 1965; Lumsden, 1968). 

6 

b) A suitable substrate for eel I attachment. Since cui-

tures of nervous. tissue do not adhere wei I to uncoated 

glass, sever.al methods are commonry employed to hold the 

explants: in· place .. Embedding the tissue In a plasma clot 

(chicken plasma clotted with chicken embryo extract> 

(Burrows, 19:1 0) Is· one of the most convenient methods. 

Most neural tissues (except avian spinal ganglia) attach 

wei I to cover glass coated with a film of reconstituted 

L.oll.egen <Dorn~tein, 1')58) •· Holding tho a><plant under 

a st.r i p of d'l a I ys is membrane has a I so ~een successtu II y · 

employed (Pomcratb 1959); and culturln~ tissue on cei lu

lose sponges has been reported (Cunningham & Estborn, 

lY~~; Cunnin~ham, 1962). 

c) A nutrient medium consisting of a balanced salt solution 

(B55) supplemented with serum and possibly other natural 

·fluids (human placental serum; various·tetal, newborn, or 

adult animal sera;· various sera ultraflltrates; and embry6 

extracts) <Murray, 1959; Peterson & Murray, 1960), with 

a high glucose concentratton <Pomerat & Costero, 1956; 

Murray, Peterson &. Bunge, 1962; Orr, 1965), and buffered 

~· 



d) 

e) 

at a pH of .. 6.8 to 7.1 (Lumsden, 1968>. 

Sufficient oxygenation of alI parts of the tlssue. 

IncubatIon' at. a temper.ature of 36_;37°C (Peterson & 

Murray, 1960). 

f) Lack of toxicity in alI parts of the culture chamber, 

especi'i:llly the cover glass (Peterson, Dettcti & Murray, 

1959). 

. ) ,g Maintenance of strict sterility throughout alI manipu-

lations. 

Based on the above requirements, several methods have emerged 

durtng the last two decades and·are most commonly In use today: 

a) The Maxtmow double coversl lp assembly (Maxtmow, 1925), 

which was first used for nervous tissue by Murray & 

Stout (1942), consists of a smal I circular coverslip 

which bears the culture (either ln.a plasma clot or on 

a film of collagen) attached with a drop of ba lance.d 

salt solution to a larger cover glass which is sealed 

with a petrolatum-paraffin mixture over a depression 

slide. The cultures are usually Incubated In a "lying 

drop" position with a drop of rich medium <c:ontaining 

high concentrations of sera, embryo extracts, and ultra-

filtrates) forming a thin film over the culture. This 

technique usually yields a kind of organ culture many 

eel I .layers thick which has retained a great deal of 

organization (Bunge, Bunge & Peterson, 1965, 1967); it 

7 



I s we I I su I ted to. a I I ow cont I nuou s .or repeated obser

vation without disturbance. The cultures have to be 

opened frequently for feeding and washing and conse

quently require constant attention. 

8 

b) Roller tubes were used by Hogue (1947), and Costero and 

Pomerat ( 1951 ) · added f I y I ng ·covers I Ips to carry the .ex

plants. The use of about 2 ml of nutrient medium allows 

much lower concentrations of serum and embryo extract in 

the medium and requires a much less frequent feeding sche

dule. The rolling action results t'n repeated dralnin~, 

aerat~on, and refeeding of the cultures. Under these con~ 

dltions, glial ·and mesenchymal migration seems to be en

couraged; after approximately two weeks In culture the 

three-dimensional arrangement of neurons has become trans

formed into a two-dimensi9nal array of nerve eel Is embedded 

In a matrix of dendrites, axons, gl lal t:Ealls, am.J ylidl 

processes thin enough to allow good visual lzation with the 

phase contrast mlcroscop!:!. Sut:h t:ullur·Eas lfdJ.lr·~!::>tml d muda 

less complex system than the thick Maximow chamber cultures. 

Because of the favorable vlslbll lty and accessibtl tty 

of the neurons, and because of the relative ease of pre

paration of ·the cuI tures, thIs technique has been se

lected for the present study and wl I I be described and 

discussed In datal I under "Materials and Methods". 

c) The Rose perfusion chamber (Rose, 1954; Rose, Pomerat, 

Shindler & Trunnel, 1958) consists of two cover glasses on 

either side of an Inert rubber gasket clamped between 



two suI tab I e meta 1. pI ates. The cuI tures are usua II y cov

ered with a strip of dlalysts membrane Un order to en

courage s~readtng) (Pomerat, 1959; Orr, 1965), but plasma 

clots or collagen coats can also be used; or a film of 

collagen can be combined with a dialysis membrane cover 

<Handelman & Booher, 1966). Feeding is accompl !shed by 

inserting a sterile syringe needle through the rubber 

gasket, or permanent ports can be provided for perfusion 

for pharmacological and toxicological studies during 

observ~tlon (Pomerat, 1962)~ 

9 

Dissociation of eel Is represents an entirely different 

~pproach. Instead of trying to preserve organotypic organization as 

much as possible, eel Is -- usually of embryonic origin --are disso

ciated by chemical and/or physical means immediately after explantatlon •. 

They can then be cultured in suspension; plated on glass, collagen 

films, or in plasma clots; or recombined into small pel lets. This sys

tem offers promising opportunities for studying purely eel lular as

pects; for assessing the Importance of tissue Integrity In eel lular 

·function, morpholbgy, and differentiation; or for investigating the 

potential for reaggregation Into histotypic structures (e.g., synapses). 

Only recently has this technique been successfully applied to some 

part5 of the nervous system <St. Amand & Tipton, 1954; Nal<ai, 1956; 

Levi-Montalclni & Angeletti, 1963; Hi I lman & Sheikh, 1968). Some of the 

morphological and functional characteristics found In these eel Is 



(N Iss I substance p a_rgyroph t II c processes, I arge rest !.ng potent [a Is D 

and excitable membranes with normal actton potentials) demonstrate 

apparently normal neuronal dlfferentlatton (Scott, Engelbert & Fisher, 

1969). 

C. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF.CULTURED NERVOUS TISSUE 

10 

The reviews of Murray .<1965) and May and Courtey (1966) trAnt 

thts subject extensively; the following discussion wll I consequently be 

restricted to hlghl.ightt.na snmA of thA aspects relevant to this particu

lar tnvesttgatlon •. Cultures from different parts of the nervous 

.·system exhibit individual differences In their~ vitro behavior. The 

patterns of development of cultured rat and kitten cerebellum have been 

described by Bornstein and Murray (1958) for Maximow slIde cultures, 

and by Htld (1966) and Mamoon. Schlapter and Tobias (1968) for ro~ ler 

tube cultures. These patterns consist essentially of an outgrowth of 

non-neuronal eel Is, a flattening. of the cultures, and an appearance of 

myelin. Some neuronal mlgration·has been reported in cultures of sym

pathetIc gang II a (Murray & Stout, ·1947) and teta I human cerebe I I um 

(Hogu~, 1950), but It Is now general.ly agreed that neurons of the cere

brospinal system are usually quite lmmobl le. Under favorable condi

tions c~ltures have survived for up to six months without any notice

able deterioration (Lumsden, 1968), and rat sympathetic ganglIa, for 

instance, have even been maintained for up to eleven months (Coidan, 

1964). 
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Cultures of nervous t[ssue contaln a vartety of types of 

neurons; depending on the origin of the explant, tnaddltton to various 

11 

types of glial eel Is and-mesenchymatous elements. In cultures of cere

bellum of human fetuses, for instance, Hogue (1947) described granule 

eel Is, Golgi type! I I neurons, Purklnje eel Is, ~nd giant dentate neurons. 

Similar observations were made by Pomerat and Costero (1956) In cul

tures of cerebellar folia· of newborn kittens, and by Wolf (1964) in 

c~ltures of cerebellum of newborn mice, although It seems that cere

bellar granule eel Is are difficult to distinguish from oligodendro

cytes ~xcept for the retention of their neuronal electrical prope~tles 

(Lumsden, 1968). Hlld (1954, 1957c, 1966) has examined roller tube 

.cultures from various other parts of the newborn mammal ian brain, gen

erally finding at least some of the neuronal types represented as l.!l 

vivo. In cerebellum for Instance, he found Purkinje eel Is (with slight 

morphological alterations, such as a reduction and simplification of the 

dendrlttc tree), and large multipolar eel Is from the deep nuclei; In 

brainstem cultures, he found large multipolar neurons from the lateral 

vestibular nucleus of Deiters and unipolar neurons from the mesenceph

al lc Vth nucleus. 

Among the structural characteristics spectfi'c to neurons are 

a>' Nlssl substance, b) neuroflbrlls, c) myelin, and d) synaptic struc

·tures. AI I of these are found In cultures In fcirms that are very simi

lar to their ~vivo counterparts, as the next section wl I I review. 



• 
1~ Nlssl Substance and Neuroflbrlls 

Nlssl substance (closely packed endoplasmic reticulum with 

abundant ribosomal particles) of I lvlng cultured neurons has been 

studied Jn detal I ·by Deitch & Murray (1956) using phase contrast 

microscopy, and by Deitch & Moses (1957) with UV absorption tech

niques. Several workers have observed neuroflbrlls in living neu

rons (Weiss & Wang, 1936; Levi & Meyer, 1937; Coidan, 1964); the 

specific affinity of sl lver stains to neurons Is believed to be based 

on this special structural characteristic. Tissue culture tech

n1ques were Instrumental In the demonstration that both N1ssl sub

stance and neuroflbrl Is were eel lular organelles and not, as had been 

suspected, t.ixation .'artefacts (reviewed oy May & COUrtey, 19156). 

Examination with the electron microscope shows 6 in general, close 

agreement of the ultrastructural d~tai li between~ situ and In vitro 

neurons (Bunge, Bunge, Pe.terson & Murray, 1963, 1967; Bunge, Bunge & 

Peterson, 1965; Lumsden, 1968). 

2. Myel! n 

12 

Myelin formation has been studied with phase contrast micro

scopy, polarized light, and specific stains, In cultures of peri

pheral nervous tissue (Peterson & Murray, 1955), and In cultures·of 

various CNS tissues CHIld, 1957a, 1960; Bornstein & Murray, 1958; 



'Murray, Peterson & Bunge, 1962; Orr, 1965). But the electron micro

scope has most dramatically revealed the close similarities between 

ln vitro and ln vivo myelin (Perter & DeHarven, 1961, for rat and 

kitten cerebellum; Ross, Bornstein & Lehrer, 1962, for rat and mouse 

cerebellum; Bunge, Bunge & Peterson, 1965, for rat spinal cord; and 

Bunge, Bunge, Peterson & Murray, 1967, for rat dorsal root ganglion). 

3. Synaptic Structures 

13 

Since Harrison's first observation (1907) of neuromuscular 

junctions In tissue cultures, such junctions have been repeatedly 

studIed In cuI tured cord w J.th attached myotomes ( Szepsenwo I, 1946, 1947; 

Crain, 1964a; Bornstein & Breitbart, 1964; Peterson, Crain & Murray, 

1965). Hild (1966) has published phase contrast pictures of what 

seem to look I ike terminal boutons In brain stem cultures; they have 

been seen with phase contrast microscopy on eel I bodies and dendrites 

of neurons from cultured cervlca~ symRathetlc gang! Ia (Coidan, 1964); 

and fiber swel I lngs, ring shaped and sol ld balI endings, suggestive 

of synaptic boutons can be seen with the help of Holmes and. Bod ian 

sl lver stains In cultures of mouse, rat, and kitten cerebellum (Wolf, 

1964; Kim, 1965; Hlld, 1966; Cechner, 1967), rat spinal cord (Peter

son, Crain & Murray, 196?>, and chick dorsal root ganglion (Lumsden, 

· 1951). The interpretation of these structures in I lght micro

graphs, however, Is dlfffcult and controversial CHIld, 1~66). The 



electron microscope, on the other hand, reveals clear and typical 

synaptic profIles In cultures of fetal rat spinal cord (Bunge, 
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Bunge, Peterson & Murray, 1963; Bunge, Bunge & Peterson, 1965, 1967), 

rat cerebellum and brain stem (Callas & Hi ld, 1964; Lumsden, 196.8), 

mouse cerebral cortex (Pappas, 1966), and chick embryo central ner

vous system (Meller & Haupt, 1967). The various types of axo-dendrltlc 

and axo-somatlc synaptic structures with synaptic vesicles, mitochon

dria, and thickened presynaptic and post-synaptic membranes are 

commonly found, resembling th~ ~situ structures very closely. 

The quesl·lon of whether synapses are simply carriAd over 

during the explantlng operation or whether they are formed de~ in 

the cultures has attracted recent attention; de novo synthesis in 

cultures would suggest the posslbl I lty of studying problems of 

development and regeneration, as wei I as studying the mechanisms of 

I earn t·ng. 

Cultured fetal spinal cord can Innervate Isolated fragments 

of skeletal muscle (placed 0.5 to 1.0 mm apart), make functional 

l:u11nee:t l ons (Peterson & CraIn, 1968; CraIn, 1968), and torm struc

tures having_ the churacteristlcs of nerve-muscle Junctions (James 

& Tresman, 1968). Dispersed embryonic spinal cord eel Is plated onto 

monolayers of muscl~ cells even develop structures resembling· neuro

muscular junctions (Shimada, Fischman & Moscona, 1969). Neuronal 

synaptic prof! les formed de~ in culture were demonstrated by 

,Stefanel I l, Zacchel, Caravlta, Cataldi & leradl (1967) using 4-day 
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chIck embryo retIna I ce 1·1 s dIs soc I a ted by tr.yps In and reaggregated Into 

pel lets before culturing for twenty-five days. Similar experiments on 

synapse for~atlon In cultured pel lets of prevlously·dtsaggregated 

neurons from fetal rat brain have not yet been successful (Jacobs, 

Andrews & Mak, 1969). In thick cultures of embryonic rat spl~al 

cord explanted prior to synapse formation (14 days~ utero) synaptic 

structures closely·resembl ing the 1...!:!. situ structures·have been shown 

to develop (Crain, Bunge, Bunge & Peterson, 1964; Bunge & Bunge, 1965; 

Bunge, Bunge & Peterson, 1967); and similar observat~ons have been 

made in cultures of mouse cerebral cortex (Pappas, 1966). There Is 

consequently no doubt that synaptic structures can and do form in 

culture, at leas+ under certain conditions. Electrophyslologlcal evt~ 

dence for the onset of. synaptic function wl I I be reviewed below 

(page 18). 

4. Non-neuronal CelIs 

, As .!.D. situ, the neurons In culture are wholly or partially 

embedded, J~pendlng on the thlc~ness ot the culture, In a matrix of ., 
. . 0 . . 
gl.lal eel IS" and their processes. The Identification and classification 

of the ~arlous types of neuroglIa (ollgodendrogl Ia, fibrous and proto

plasmic astrocytes.> has been the subject of several recent treatises 

(Nakai, 962; Nakai & Okamoto, 1963). 

Ciliated :eel Is from the ependymal I inings of the ventricu-



lar system have been repeatedly observed In c'u!tures <Weiss, 1934; 

Nakai & Okamoto, 1963; Lumsden, 1968). The ciliary beatings of these 

eel Is has been described and documented with motion pictures by Htld 

(1957b): 

Mesenchymatous and fibroblastic eel Is from meninges and 

wal Is of blood vessels, as wei I as microglia (macrophages>, areal

ways present in cultures of nervous tissue. 

D. BIOCHEMICAL PARAMETERS OF NERVE TISSUE CULTURES 

The few aspects of this Important subject that have been 

studied generally Indicate a good correspondence between the In 

vitro and Ln~ biochemical activities, e.g.~ glucose metabolism 

(Bornstein & Hochst~ln, 1962; Cechner, Geller & Fleming, 1969), 

.oxygen consumption (Luk'yanova, Shungskaya, Yenenko & Donskova; 1968), 

pyrimidine metabolIsm CAppel & Sl lberberg, 1968), and nucleic acid 

and protein synthesis (Utakojl & Hsu, 1965). 

Oxidative enzyme acl'lvl I il:::l~ re·toln their ehoractorl::;tfo 

temporal and spatial. patterns (Yonezawa, Bornstein, Peterson & 

Murray, 1962), acetylchOI lnesterase activity Is localized In neurons 

(Hansson, 1966), the uptake of catecholamlnes Is restricted to sym·" 

pathetic nerve eel Is (Burdman, 1968;·England & Goldstein, 1969), and 

chol in~ I~ Incorporated Into peripheral nerve myel in (Handelman & 

Bunge, 1969) • 
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E. ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL'STUDIES ON CULTURED 'NEURONS 

Crain, Grundfest~ Mettler & Flint (1953) were the first 

to study the bioelectric activity of cultured neurons by recording ex

tracellular action potentials from chick embryo dorsa·l root ganglion 

eel I bodies after eleGtric stimulation of their neurites. This early 

work was extended with ~ntrac~l lular microelectrodes (Crain, 1956) 

to explore membrane potentials, .graded or local response, all~or-none 

action potentialsi impulse propagation along neurites, post-spike 

soma refractoriness, and temporal summation of subl imina! stimuli of 

cultured chick embryo dorsal root ganglion eel Is; alI these parameters 

were found to correspond closely to similar .l.!l situ material •. Hlld 

and Tasakl (1962) recorded intracel lularly from somas and dendrites 

of cultured neurons from cerebel Ia of neonatal rats and kittens and 

found membrane potentials of about 50 mv, excitable dendritic 

branches and soma membranes, as wei I as some spontaneous firing. In 

similar cultures, resting potent.lals of up to 75 mv have subsequently 

been 6btalned, and spontaneous ~ctlon potentials are seen quite reg

ularly <Raj & Lumsden, 1968). Klee & HI ld (1967) Investigated various 

membran~ properties of cultured neurons and neuroglia (membrane 

potentials, action potential am~lltude, membrane time constants, mem

brane resistance and capacitance). ln cultured dissociated chick 

embryonIc sp 1 na I gang I ion ce I Is,· Scott, Enge I bert & F 1 sher ( 1969) were 

;ab I e to record membrane potent I a Is of 40-55 mv and evoked act I on poten

tials for up to five weeks In culture. 



A great deal of work has been done with extracellular elec-

trodes, lnvestlgatlhg the bioelectric activity of thick organ cultures 

obtaI ned with the t-·iax I mow technIque. Comp I ex b I oe I ectr I c potent I a Is 

with long-lasting (100 msec. up to many seconds), diphaslc, oscll fa

tory (7-15 per second) afterdlscharges can be evoked by brief, single, 

e'ectric stimuli In older ctiltu~es of rat, chick, and human fetal 

. spIna I cord <CraIn & Peterson, 1963, 1964; Peterson, _CraIn & Murray, 

196~), am.l ru::~urrdldl t:~rebral cortex of mouse (Crain·, 1964b, 1964c;_ 

Crain & Bornstein, 1964). In cultures of· spinal cord explanted to-
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gather with an attached spinal ganglion, local stimulation to the gan-· 

g II on evokes a comp I ex response in the-· spIna I cord tl ssue <CraIn & 

Peterson, 1964; Crain, 1966). These complex evoked potentials develop 

during maturation of the cultures from simple spike potentials to 
' 

more and more complex patterns (Crain, 1966). In young cultures of 

fetal material explanted before electron microscopic evidence for 

synaptic structures can be found, only simple spikes can be evoked 

during the first few days In culture; but as the cultures mature, com-

plex activity with afterdischarges begins to appear. The onset of 

thIs comp I ex actIvIty coincIdes wIth the appearance of sy_napt I c pro-

fl les In electron ~lcrographs (Crain & Peterson, 1965, 1967; Bunge, 

Bunge & Peterson, 1967). 

Functional interneuronal connections develop even between 

explants of various mammal tan central nervous tissue separated by gaps 

of about 1 mm. Neuritic bridges form between such explants, and 



stimulation of one explant often·el letts complex responses In the 

ot'her · one. Some· of the character i.st I cs of these new I y-formed con-

'nections have been examined, for instance rn paired spinal cord cui-
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tures (Crain & Peterson, 1965), and In cultures of spinal cord - brain-

stem, spinal cord- cerebel tum, and cerebellum- medul Ia (Crain, 

1967; Crain, Peterson & Bornstein, 1968). 

Spontaneous bioelectric activity In cultures of nervous 
. . 

tissue was first reported by Cunningham, Dougherty & Ryl~nder (1960), 

who explanted centrc:il nervous tissue onto platinum electrodes for 

continuous recording during Incubation. Complex repetitive patterns 

varying in time were recorded from explants of chick embryo tel-

encephalon and adult human cerebel !urn (Cunningham, 1961a~ 1961b, 1962), 

suggesting the Interaction of many eel Is. In later microelectrode 

studies spontaneous unit spikes were recorded both extracel lularly and 

intr~cel lularly (Cunningham, O'Lague, Rojas-corona & Freeman, 1966). 

In some of the long-term organotypic Maxlmow cultures of 

spIna I cord and c.erebrum, spontaneous oscIllatory potentia Is occur 

sporadically (Crain, 1966). 

In contrast to the above EEG-type activity recorded with 

relattvely large mlcroelectrodes In thick cultures, spontaneous action 

potentl~ls can be recorded with extracellular mlcroelectrodes placed 

under visual control near individual nerve eel I bodies In thinly-spread 

roller tube cultures of rat and mouse cerebellum CHild & Tasaki, 1962; 

Cechner & Fleming, 1967; Cechner, 1967; Lumsden, 1968). These spon-



taneous spikes may occur'at Irregular Intervals with frequencies 

ranging from 15 per second.to one per· several seconds <H~Id & 

Tasakl, 1962); they ·have been reported to be "usually characterized 

by· a Gau.ss ian I ntersp Ike I nterva I h r stogram," and It was found that 

"units physically_ close together have discharge patterns which, to 

date, appear to be uncorrelated" {Cechner & Fleming, 1967). Later, 

however, Cechner {1967) sometimes found bur·sts of activity, and 

Lumsden {1968) reported bursting spontaneous activity (groups of 5-6 

spikes at about 2 second intervals) In Purklnje eel Is of rat cere-

be I I urn. 

F. EVIDENCE FOR THE PRESENCE OF FUNCTIONAL SYNAPSES IN CULTURES 

In thick long-term organ cul'tures obtained by the Maxlmow 

technlqye, there Is. by now, overwhelming evidence for the presencei 

and even de·~ formation, of functional synapses In cultures. To 

summarize the preceding review briefly, it has been most elegantly 

.shown that 
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a) complex bioelectric activity develops during matura

tion of the tissue In vitro with the transformation from -- . 

simple evoked responses to complex evoked potentials 

coinciding with the morphological development of syn-

aptiG structures, and 

·b) functional Interneuronal connections form between separated 

explants of various parts of the nervous system. 
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In thinly flattened cultures obtained with the ro! ler tube 

technique, on the other hand, the tissue has undergone considerably 

more reduction and slmpl ificatton and the survival of synapses has been 

~uestloned (Hild, 1966). In electrophysiological experiments with 

intracellular microelectrodes 6 Hild & Tasakl (1962) found no evl-
.· 

~ence tor function~! synapses, and their results indicate quite 
I 

clearly that they were deal lng with functionally Isolated eel Is. 

Since they were Interested In the bioelectrical properties of single 

eel Is and their dendrites, they ~robably chose neurons In extremely 

thin areas of their cultures, where the eel lular processes are clearly 

visible under the phase cqntrast microscope. However, electron 

microscopic evidence of synaptic structures was found In similar 

cultures (Cal las & Hild, 1964; Lumsden, 1968), but their functionality 

remaln~d In question CHild, 1966), 

Cechner (1967) presented some data possibly suggestive of 

.synaptic Interactions In his cultures. Klee ·& Hild (1967) perlpher-

ally mentioned the occurrence of "mlntature-EPSP's" but apparently 

did not attempt to investigate them further. And finally, Lumsden 

(1968) Inferred prlmltlve'"nerve net" properties from the long Ia-

tencies between stimulus and evoked response In similar thinly-spread 

roller .tube cultures. 



.. 
G.· CONCLUSIONS 

The preceding review of the literature amply demonstrates 

that nervous tissue cultured under suitable condftons retains most of 

its organotyplc structure and function. 

As has been pointed out, the Maxtmow double coverslip tech

nique favors the maintenance of a maximum of structural and tunc-

tlonal integrity, Including de DQY£myelln and synapse formation, In 

thick long-term organ. cultures. Whl le such cultures are valuable 

test objects for a variety of physiological, biochemical; and pharma

cological experiments relating to nervous system development and 

differentiation, their thickness <100-300 ~>, which seems Imperative 

for optimal dovolopmont, rondor~ thorn opaque to pha~o oontra~t 

·<Wolf, 1964; Crain & Peterson, 1964; Bunge, Bunge.& Peterson, 1965); 

' and the use of bright field i I luminatlon (Peterson, Crain & Murray, 

1965) does not seem to ailow sharp visual izatlon of the contours of 

perikaria and cellular processes (dendrites, etc.) within the ex-

plant. The surface of. the explant becomes covered with a neuropil 

consisting of neuritic and neuro-glial processes. Consequently, It 

is very difficult to place microelectrodes accurately near Individual 

·neurons,, and most electrophysiological experiments have been carried 

out with large extracellular electrodes recording from a large num-

ber of eel Is simultaneously. 

At the other extreme, the cultivation of dissociated eel Is 
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.... 
from the nervous system sheds light on the cellular·aspects of ner-

Nou·s tl·ssu.e function. B~t even under these conditions, some organo

typic Interactions (e.g., synapses and neuromuscular junctions) can 

occur, demonstrating the endogenous eel lular potential .In this regard. 

The proper function of these structures has, however, not yet been 

demonstrated. 

Finally, the rot ler tube technique, which favors a rapid 

flattening of the culture Into a two-dimensional layer of nerve eel Is 

embedded In a matrIx of g I I a I ce II s and theIr processes, a II ows 

good vIs I b I I I ty . of Individual neurons and their processes and 

accurate placement of extr~cel lular or lntracel lu.lar mlcroelectrodes. 

In spite of the transformation of the tissue from a cubical to a mem-

brane-llke flat arrangement, with considerable distortion of the 

or I g I na·l topography, most of the sIgnIfIcant organotyp I c structures 

(myel In and synapses) can stl Ll .be found, and the functional aspects 

.(membrane potentials, action potentials, etc.) seem to be wei 1-

preserved. However, the normal architecture of the explanted 

tissue Is largely destroyed and the Integrative mechanisms of the 
.. 

tissue segment are therefore altered considerably. 

In order to use roller tube cultures as simplified models 

of the nervous system, the properties of these cultures have to be 

examlned in great detal I so that a baseline for experimentation can 

be established. The present study Is an attempt to contribute to 
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this baseline lnforma·tlon by making an Inquiry Into the characteristics 



\ . 

. ; 

of spontaneous bfoelectr(c activfty and the properties of synaptic 

Interactions In these cultures. 
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I I. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. TISSUE CULTURE TECHNIQUES 

Cultures of nervous tissue are always primary exp!an+s and 

they ar~ therefore considerably more demanding than the established 

cell lines usually found In a tissue culture laboratory. Media, 

glassware, and Instruments demand special attention with regard to 

sterl llty, purity, and absence of toxicity. The culturing techniques 

represent modifications of a method of preparln~ plasma clot cultures 

on "flying coversllps" In roller tubes, originally developed by 

Costero and Pomerat <:1951) and adapted to the present. materia I by 

Hlld and Tasakl (1962). 

The nerve t I ssu.e cuI ture I a bora tory here was estab II shed 
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,by Mr. Abdei-Megld Mamoon. He laid the foundation and developed the 

initial skills which were necessary to make this project a success.· 

The culture methods finally adapted are the result of subsequent 

improvements suggested prlmari ly by Mr. Mamoon and tested and developed 

j9intly·by Mr. Mamoon and the author. Most morphologlcal observa

tions on cultured neurons:reported In this dissertation were arrived 

at In coQjunction with Mr. Mamoon. 



.. 

• . 

1. Biological Mater·tal ·· 

Cultures were prepared from the cerebellum and midbrain 

(corpora quad r I gem Ina) of three to fIve day o I d rats ( Sprc3gue;..Daw I ey, 

Slmonsen albinos). Strict sterl le conditions were observed through-

out the explantlng procedure. The rats were decapltateda the roof 

of the cranium was removed, and the entire midbrain and cerebellum 

was cut out with Iridectomy scissors and placed in a drop ot balanced 

salt solution (BSS). Without delay, both cerebellum and midbrain 

were cut with triangular knives made from stainless ste~l razor 

blades into pieces of app\oximately 1 - 2 mm3; the cerebellum was 

cut sagital ly into 6 - 8 pieces, the midbrain into 10 - 15 pieces. 
. . 

The cut m<p I ants wore then tranaferred to n new drop of BSS, 'where 

they were allowed to stay for about twenty minutes. Two to three 

pIeces each were then pI aced In a drop or heparIn I zed ch T cken pI asrtla 

<Hyland LaborBtorles # 65-080 or Baltimore Biological Laboratories· 

# 70-025G) on a 12x50 mm #1 Gold. Seal coverslip and clott-ed with a 

drop of chicken embryo extract <Baltimore Biological Laboratories 

# 70-0278). After the clot had sol ldlfled, the coversl Ips were In-

serted Into Falcon Plastic culture tubes (Falcon Plastic# 3026) to 

each of which 2 ml of culturing medium was added. 
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2. Media 

· Gey's balanced salt solution <Microbiological Associates . . . 

# 10-505), enriched with glucose to a final concentrat!on.of 5.5 

mg/ml, was.used during explantlng and during most electrophystologl-

c'al experiments. Several nutrient media compositions were used, 

but the best cultures so far have been obtained with a medium con-

slsting of 75% Gey's balanced salt solution and 25% heat Inactivated 

('56°C for 30 min) calf serum (Hyland Laboratories# 65-200), with 

glucose concentration Increased to approximately 5.5 mg/ml. No anti-

biotlcs were used in the media. In most cultures, the medium was 

exchanged weekly, but some cultures were fed after seven days and bl-

weekly thereafter. 

3. I ncubatlon 

The cultures were Incubated In roller drums at 36.5°C ± 

.0.5°C In a Rol lertherm Incubator (New Brunswlck'Sclenttflc Co.). The 

drums containing the culture tubes were tilted about 4-5°, with 

respect to the horizontal axis, In order to confine the m~dium to 

the bottom of the tube. They were rotated at 1/5 rev/min, providing 

the cuI tures wIth a we 1.1-m i xed and aerated nutrIent med i urn. S i nee 

Falcon Plastic culture tubes are permeable to C02, the atmosphere in 

the Incubator was kept at approximately 4-5% co2 In humid air to 
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Insure control of the bicarbonate buffered medium at a pH of be-

tween 6.9 and 7.1. 

Most cultures were used for experiments after 15 - 30 days 

. In vitro. By that time they had thinned enough for clear phase contrast 

visualization of nerve eel I bodies, myelinated axons, and some den-

drltes. 

4. Comments about the Nerve Tls~ue Culture Technique 

To obtafn satlstactory cultur·es, metlculou~ attantlon· hi'.ls 

to be given to the detai Is of the culturing methods. Prior to use In 

experiments, the cultures were examined with a Zeiss phase contrast 

micro&copej usunl ly aft~r 15 - 30 days ,l.!l vitro; they were judged 

"satisfactory" if they contormedto the following crltoria: 

a) sufficient thinning (good outgrowth) to a! low ob-

servatlon of eel lular datal I; 

b) lack of necrotic areas, I lttle decay and eel lular 
I 

debris; 

c) relatively smal I population of macrophages; 

d) presence of neurons with centrally located ro11nd 

nuclei (figs. ~ 1·o 15, and 18) ;. 

e) abundant myel In {figs. 16 and 17) In an apparently 

healthy state. 

Whl le It Is not possible speclflcal ly to pinpoint alI the 



factors that contributed-to the final success after !n!tlal failures 

to obtain satisfactory cultures, some of the most Important elements 

·were: 

a) Glassware. 
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AI 1-'materlals·used that come In contact with the cul

tures or the media, especially the coversllps, should 

be free of toxic Ingredients (Peterson 8 De Itch ·&· Mu r

ray, 1959). A constant source of trouble are traces 

of detergent left on the glass from the washing pro

cedure. Our cultures improved markedly when we shifted 

from glass test tubes to sterile disposable Falcon 

Plastic culture tubes. The reason for this improvement 

was not investigated In detai I, but It could have been 

due to traces of detergents or other toxic materials on 

the surfaces of our glassware, which disappeared with 

the shift to the disposable tubes. An additional 

advantage of the plastic culture tubes Is that the 

covers! Ips bearing the cultures do not slip In plastic 

tubes and consequently receive a much more uniform ex

posure to media and air, whereas they sllde·in the glass 

roller tubes during the rol I ing action. AI I glassware 

(petri dishes and sterl le coverslips for holding the 

e~plants during the explantlng operation, pipettes for 

feeding, etc.), with the exception of the covers! ips, 



was subsequently replaced with Falc0n Plastic material. 

The covers! ips were boiled in several changes of 3X 

disti I led water, immersed in redistilled 95% alcohol for 

several days, air dried one by one over a hot plate, 

and heat sterl lized. 

b) Instruments used for explantlng. 
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l:.xp i anti ng InstruMents <scIssors, IrIdectomy .st: lssor·s, 

forceps) should be scrupulously clean. They were 

usually cleaned with an ultrasonic cleaner and boiled in 

distilled water. 

c) Explants 

Animals aged 3- 5 days were used for starting material, 

and no attempt WO! mode to invegtigate the offset of 

the age of the animal on the cultures. The need for 

an optimum size of the explant has been repeatedly 

pointed out (e.g., Peterson, Crain & Murray, 1965; 

Lumsden 6 1968). A.major factor In obtaJning good cul

tures seems to be a clean and sharp cutting of the ex

plants without tearing or shearing. For this reason, 

new knives made out of stainless steel razor blades were 

always used In each explantlng session, and care was 

taken not to damage the del lcate tips of the knives. 

d) Plasma clot. 

Chicken plasma and chicken embryo extract· <CEE) from 



various suppll~rs, including material we prepared our

selves, were tested. Large differences between the 

various brands were found, but lyophilized chicken plas

ma from Hyland Laboratories (cat. # 65-080), clotted. 

with fortified lyophi I ized CEE from Baltimore Biolog

ical Laboratories (cat. # 70-025G) has given the best 

results so far. 

e) Nutrient media. 

Durlng the early phases of this Investigation the 
' 

nutr.lent medium used was similar to the one favored by 

HI ld·and Tasakl (1962), namely 45% Gey's BSS, 50% 

heat inactivated (56°C for 30 min) calf serum from 

Hyland Laboratories (cat. # 65-200), and 5% CEE, with 

the glucose content Increased to 600 mg/100 ml. 

Great variations exist between different batches of 

calf serum, even from the same suppl ler; a new lot ls 

consequently always tested before ordering or reserving 

a larger quantity of serum. It Is not known why these 

differences exist, but toxic effects of high serum con-

centrations in nutrient .media have been reported 

<Olmsted, 1967>. 

Omission of chicken embryo extract from this original 

formulation did not seem to have a deleterious effect; 

in fa~t, a sl lght Improvement In the overal I appearance 
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of the cuftures was noted. A further amel!orat!on 
n 

was achieved by lowering the serum concentration to 25% 

In BSS, whereas a stl I I further reduction to 15% 

resulted In a worsening of the overal I ~ppearance of 

the cultures. 

Experimentation with different media [such as sub-

stitutlng basal medium Eagle <Mtcrobrologtcal Asso-

ciates (MBA)' II 12-104) for Gey's BSS, adding 1.5 mM 

glutamine <MBA II 17-605F), 0.5 mg/ml sodium pyruvate 

(MBA II 13-115), or 0.75i of 100X essential amino acid 

mixture (MBA II 13-602)] has resulted so far In no 

apparent Improvement of our cultures •. further ex-

porimentation along thAsa lines Is p'~nned~ 

B. HlSTOLOGICAL METHODS 

Representative cultures were stained as whole mounts with 

Ntssl 'stains (cresyl violet, toluidine blue,· Elnarson's gallocyanln..:. 

chromalum, thlonlne and methylene blue-azure blue), with sl rver 

stains (Bodlan's protargol and Holmes' sliver Impregnation), and 

with Sudan black Band Luxol Fast blue for myel in sheaths. Standard 

histological methods for Nlssl staining were used (Conn, 1960; 

Culling, 1963). The Bodian protargol method (Hodlan, 1936) has been 

repeatedly used on whole mount nerve tissue cultures <Murray & 
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Stout, 1947; Lumsden, 1951; HI ld, 1957c, 1966) to demonstr~te ~yelin

ated and unmyelinated axons. For Holmes' silver Impregnation <Holmes, 

1947), the procedure of Wolf (1964) has been followed, and_ myelin was 

stained with Sudan bl.ack B according to the method given by Peterson 

& Murray (1955). After examination of the I iving culture with phase 

contrast optics, a desired area was often photographed and a circle 

inscribed on the coverslip with a diamond marker mounted on the micro

scope. In this fashion, identification of the same neuron or group 

of neurons after fixation and ·staining was greatly facilitated. 

C. ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL METHODS 

1. Mechanical and Optical Arrangements 

_A modified Bausch and Lomb phase contrast microscope with 

a fixed stage and a 40X Zeiss objective with a 1/4 wavelength phase 

plate was used to view the cultures during electrophystological ex

periments. The microscope and three micromanipulators <one Brink

mann and two Nari.shlge model MD-4) were ·attached .to a heavy base 
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plate (loaded with approximately 100 lbs. of lead bricks) which _rested 

on shock-absorbent material (ordinary packing material) on a two-

inch laminated plywood table top. Asbestos vibration pads separated. 

the table top from the sturdy frame of the table, which was in turn 

isolated from the floor by shock mounts (Barry HI-Damp)~ In order 



to el tmlnate electrical Interference, the whole setup was s~rrounded 

by a we·,··l:-grounded ele~tr~static shield (constructed of copper mesh) 

which served as a common ground for alI electronic equipment. 

The covers! l"p bearing the culture was mounted, culture 

down, on a bridge similar +o the one used by Hi id, Chang & Tasakl 

(1958) and Hlld & TasakJ (1962), which al !owed the positioning of 

microeiectrodes under visual control through the open sides (fig. 1). 

The bathln~ solution .(approx!mat~ly 0.65 ml -- usually G~y'~ balanced 

salt solution enriched w'lth glucose, or modifications thereof) was 
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held in the chamber by surface tension and was exchanged frequer1l ly in 

order to avoid pH changes and accumulation of waste products, and to 

provide freshly aerated medium. Ports for perfusion and exchange 

of tho b~thing·Golution wer~ provided through the bridge mounts. A 

manual syringe pump consisting of two pairs of back-to-back 10 ml 

plastic syringes allowed the exchange of the bathing solution during 

electrophysiological experiments. Although most experiments were 

carried out at room temperature, the preparation could be warmed by 
' 

a thermocoup I e-contro I I ed sh I e! dad heater co I I mounted around the 

microscope condenser, or cooled by flowing cooling liquid through a· 

loop of copper tubing under the chamber; and the perfusate could'be 

prewarme~ or precooled before entering the recording chamber. 
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Fig. I: Microscope stage for electrophysiological experiments. The 

chamber consists of a glass base plate onto which two 

tef·lon blocks have been glued with bee's wax. The coverslip 

bearing the culture forms the roof of the chamber. The 

chamber is fi I led with balanced salt solution (or modifi-

·cations thereof} held by surface tension. 
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2. RecordIng of Extrace 1·1 u lar Potentia Is <F lg. 2) 

Glass mlcroplpettes with tips of 4 - 6 lJ were manufactured 

on a. horizontal electrode puller (John Keefe Assoc., Cambridge, 

Mass.) from Kimax capi I lary tubes (0.0. 0.7 to 1.0 mm) and fl lied 

with 0.9% NaCI simply by Immersing the tlps.tn saline and then filling 

the shafts with a fine syringe needle. Such electrodes have a resis

tance of approximately 10 megohms. Two ·recording microelectrodes 

could be placed into the culture simultaneously. A platinum wire 

Inserted Into the shatt ot each microelectrode was connected to a 

low noise a.c.-coupled FET (field effect transistor) preampl lfler 

(Appl led Cybernetics model 4UAH) mounted very close to the micro-

electrodes. This preamp I lfler has a frequency response of .3 Hz to 

100 kHz, and Input Impedance of 500 megohms, and a peak-to-peak noise 

(measured) of 30 lJV at ful I bandwidth and with grounded Input. A 

36 . 

col I of platinum wire In the bathing soluti~n served as the Indifferent 

electrode. The outputs of the preamplifiers were hooked to a four

trace storage osci I loscope (Tektronix· model 564) and each, In para! lei, 

to two Tektronix 122 amplifiers; the output of the first one was fed 

directly i~to one channel of an a-channel tape recorder (Precision 
. ' 

Instrument~ model Pl-6208), .whl lethe output of the second one went 
'' ~~I 

to a d i sccili ri1 i nator and a pu I se generator. The pu I ses were a) exam
. ~ 

I 

I ned on the oscl I loscope to make sure that the discriminatGr level 

was set correctly (I .e., that each pulse corresponded to an extra-
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Fig. 2: Experimental arrangement for recording extracellular poten-

tials from cultured neurons. 

. .. 
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ce I I u I ar spIke), b) recorded on the tape recorder for .I ater computer 

analyses of the Interval distribution and correlation, and c) fed 

into a rate meter (Nuclear Chicago model 1620) with a chart recorder 

to plot automatlcal ly the average spike frequency. 

3. lntracel lular Recordings (fig. 3) 

Hyl)er H ~~~· m I t;r·op I pettes · ( 0. I· to 0. 5 ll tIp d l ameter) were 

drawn trom wei !-cleaned Kimax capt I lary tubes and.fll led with 3M KCI 

uy irmnt!rslng the tips Into freshly filtered (o.:n.ll Mt II tpore) KCI 

solution and fll I lng the shafts with distil led water. They were 

then left In a vertical posl'tlon (tips down dipped into 3M KCI) 

overnight under a heat lamp which cau,sed the bUbble fn the tip· to 

move up Into the shank or shoulder. The next day, the distl I led 
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wat0r could be exchanged with 3M I~! with d fine syringe needle, and 

If the bubble still persisted it could usually be removed with a fire-

etched tungsten wire (0 1 Lague, 1969). ·Microelectrodes manufactured In 

thls fashion usually have. a resistance of 40- 80 ~egohms. The 

electrodes were then used within 2 to 3 days. 

The mlcroplpeftes were coupled with polyethylene tubing, 

fl I led ·with a gel of 2% agar In saline, to a reservoir of sal i~e con~ 

tainlng a large chlorlded·sl lver wire; this was In turn connected to 

a d.c.-coupled high Input Impedance, negative capacitance preamp! lfier 

(Winston Electronic Co., model S-857; Transidyne General Corp., model 
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fig. 3 Experimental arrangement for Intracellular recordings from 

cultured neurons • 
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MPA-2; or a homemade FET fnp!Jt amp I tflerL The preamplifier output 

was fed in paral lei to 9 storage ascii loscope (Tektronix model 564), 

a chart recorder (Mosely model 680), and an FM channel of the tape 

recorder. The Indifferent electrode ~onslsted of an Ag-AgCI wire 
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stuck into a saline pool above a sal lne-agar gel In a glass tube making 

contact with the bathing solution in the experimental chamber. Be-

.fore and after each experiment, a calibration pulse from.a Grass 

stimulator <model S4G) was used to measure the total ampl lficatlon of 

the recording system. · 

4. Analysis of Electrophyslologlcal Data 

Some of the spike trains rAr.orded with extracollulor.elec~ 

t.rodes were analyzed with a general purpose computer (PDP 8/1). The 

lnterspike lnterv~ls could be measured and displayed as a time Inter~ 

vat histogram. For records that Involved two channels (two separate 

mlcroelectrodes recording from two neurons), a first-order "cross

interval histogram" could also be displayed <Perkel, Gerstein & Moore, 

l967). The diagram in Fig. 4 defines the Intervals that were measurArl 

and rllsplayed. 

The complete program wJth flow diagrams ls Included as an 

Append)x . 
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Fig. 4: Definition of Intervals used for GOmputer analyses of spike 

trains. ~ 1 , and A2 are lntersplke Intervals of spike train 

A: 81 Is an lntersplke interval of spike train 8; and v_ 1 

and V 1 are the f i'rst-order backward and forward recurrence 

times, respectively, of any one spike ·In train A with 

respect to the nearest .spikes In train 8 (Perkel, Gerstein 

& Mo9re, r967). 
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I I I. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CULTURED NERVOUS TISSUE 

Within 24 hours after explantatlon, mesenchymal· cells 

derived from the meninges and blood vessels, glial cells, and possibly 

neurl+es .started emerging from the explant. The tls!iue flattened as 

macrophages engulfed debris and as non-neuronal eel Is migrated peri

pherally with ner~e eel Is generally staying behind. Flattening was 

sufficient for trans! I lumlnatlon for phase contrast microscopy start

Ing about the twelfth day.!!!. vitro, and by the third week, most parts 

of the culture were usually thin enough for considerable cellular 

detai I to become visible. In most areas. the nerv~ eel I bodies became 

arranged In a two-dimensional layer embedded between glial eel Is 

and an extensive network of gl tal and neuronal processes. Hlld 

(1957a, 1966), Cechner (1967), and Lumsden (196~) have described the 

morphological development of cerebel tar cultures that are very similar 

·to the ones used In thJs study. 

1. Identification of Neurons In Culture 

Some of the neurons in· I iving cultures observed under phase 

contrast could be Identified by their large size compared to the 

other eel Is present, by their phase-dark cytoplasm (appearing dark 



. un_der the phase contrast ml croscope), and· by theIr phase-! i ght I arge 

rounded or oval nuclei with a distinct dark nucleolus. Neurons 

were usually found In groups or nests (figs. 5 and 6), and often In 

rows (figs. 7 and 8), within the confines of the original explant. 

Dendrites were often visib le In areas of lower eel lular density and 

could sometimes be followed for some distance from the perlkarlon 

(fig . 9) . The t entative Identif icati on of ee l Is as neurons in phase 

contrast can be confirmed by staining the culture as whole mounts 

with Nissl stains (cresy l v i olet ~ toluidine blue, thlonlne, Einar

son's gal locyanin-chroma lum, azure blue) (figs. 6 and 7) or by silver 

Impregnation (Bodlan or Holmes) (f igs. 10 and 18). Some eel Is resem

bled neurons In phase cont ras but f a t led to st ai n with e i ther silver 

or basic sta ins . With some experience 0 and r epeated comparison of 

stained whole mounts with photographs of the same areas taken with 

phase contrast, a high degree of conf idence In the proper identifi

cation of many neurons can be acquired. 
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Although no att empt was made to r igorously c lass i fy neurons 

according to their histo logical and morphological t ypes as seen l.!l 

situ, neurons resembling, and probably derived from, Purklnje eel Is 

could be seen In almost every cerebel lar culture. Their character

istics include a) location In rows, or groups, usually toward the peri

phery of the explant (figs. 7 and 8), similar to their~ situ dis

tribution; b) often a pear-shaped eel I body with a large oval nucleus 

(fig. 11); and c) a dendritic tree, usually to one side of the eel I 



XBB 698-11960 

Fig. 5: Group of I iving neurons (Purkinje eel Is?) from cultured 

cerebellum of newborn rat. 21 days~ vitro. Phase 

contl-dSi. Nule ll1e uisl incl dark nucleoli and the I ighter 

r··oundetl t1uc I e i. 
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XBB 698-5287 

Fig. 6: Group of nerve ce ll s embedded between glial cells. 19-day 

old ce r ebe ll ar culture . A: phase contrast ; B : the same 

area after sta ini ng as who l e mount with c r esy l violet 

( Stains Niss l substance i n neurona l cytop lasm, as wei I as 

glial nuclei). 
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Fig. 7: Row of neurons . (Purkinje ce ll s?) surrounded by glia l ce ll s 

i n 17-day o ld cerebellar cu l ture . Stained as who le mount 

with toluidine b lue (Basophi I ic stain, stains primari ly 

nucleic acids , such as ~nntninArl in Niss l substance, 

nucleoli and nuclei). 
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Fig. 8 : Row of I i v i ng neurons (Purkinje cel l s? ) f r om cerebe llar 

cu lture. 26 days in vitro. Phase contrast . 
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Fig . 9 : Living neuron with three long dendrites. 21 - day old mid 

brain cu lture. Phase contrast. 
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XBB 698-5294 

Fig. 10 : Nerve ce ll from a deep nuc l eus of a cu l tured ce rebellum . 

20 days in vitro . ma: mye linated axon; a : axon; d : den 

drite . A: I iving, phase cont rast; B: Bod ian. 
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Fig. II : 

XBB 698-4951 

Living neurons (presumably Purk in je ce ll s) from 26 - day o ld 

cu lture of cerebe ll um . Note cha r dcler i st i c dendl-it i c tree 

under (d), pear-shaped ce ll bod i es and large rounded 

nuclei . Phase contrast . Same culture as fig . 8 . 
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body, but In a generally much reduced form compared to the~~ 

morphology (figs. 11 and 12). The culture environment may have in

duced structural alterations, but some of the features of the Purklnje 

eel Is could stl I I be distinctly recognized (Addison, 1911; Oadoune, 

1966). In central areas of the cerebellar cultures, large multi

polar eel Is, often surrounded by myel lnated axons, and presumab ly 

·derived from the deep nuclei of the cerebel tum~ were regularly found 

(fig. 10). The other neuronal eel I types of the cerebellum (basket 

eel Is, stet late eel Is~ granule eel Is) could not be Identified with 

certainty. 

In cultures of midbrain no attempt was made to classify 

the neurons, but representative eel Is are shown In figs. 9, 13, 14 

and 15. 

/ 

2. Axons 

Unmyel lnated axons usually could not be discerned In a 

l iving culture during phase contrast observation. Myelinated axons, 

on the other hand, were quite distinct; the myel in sheath appeared as 

dark double lines under phase contrast and birefringent in polarized 

I ight (f,igs. 16 and 17). Staining with Sudan black 8 or Luxol Fast 

blue confirmed the presence of myel in (fig. 16c) . Myel in usually 

appeared after about twelve days In c~lture . 

Both Bod tan's and Holmes' sl lver impregnations are .wei 1-

51 
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XBB 698-4953 

Fig. 12: Bodian sta ined culture of cerebel l um . II days~ v itro . 

Note dendritlc tree (d) and axon (a) emerging from soma . 



XBB 698-4956 

1-i g . 15 : Living mulf i polar neuron from midbrain cu l ture of 36 dnys 

in v itro. Note four dendr i tes (d) and several myel i nated 

axons (m). f'hase con -lrnsr. 
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XBB 698-4959 

Fio. 14; Bodian stained neuron from a 17-day o ld midbrain culture. 

Note several dendr ites emerg ing from the soma , some of them 

branching. Dark I i nes criss - crossing are si lver impreg

nated axons . 

54 
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XBB 698-4958 

Fi g . 16 : Myel inated axon in a 55-day o l d culture of mi dbrain . 

a) phase contrast , b) same axon in polarized I i ght , and 

c) ~dillEd dXUII dfler ~la i rt i rr~ willr Sut.ldll uldcK B. 
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XBB 698-4955 

Fi g . 17: Mye l inated axons of a midbra i n culture , 33 days i n v i tro . 

Phase cont r ast . 
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suited for demonstrating nerve cells and their processesc especially 

axons, since neurofibrils (extending throughout the entire length of 

neurons) are usual.ly deeply stained. The nuclei and nucleoli of alI 

eel Is are also stained, beautifully reveal lng the entire architecture 

of the culture (fl~s. 10. 12. 14 and 18). Many axons that could not 

be seen In phnsA r.nntrnst nppAnr vAry riAnrly nft8r sllv8r lmpreg-

nation. In some areas of the cultures~ the axon~ formed a felt-1 Ike 

network similar to the neuropl I (figs. 17 and 18). Axons were common-

ly observed to bifurcate repeatedly 1 and the meandering and seemingly 

erratic path of an axon can often be followed for a great distance. 

Axons almost never ventured into eel I free areas of the clot, nor 

Into outgrowth areas covered primarl ly with mesenchymal elements. 

This is in marked contrast to spinal cord cultures, In which axons push 

peripherally into the meningeal outgrowth <Peterson, Crain & Murray. 

1965). Quite often, axons wouhd around neuronal eel I bodies, possibly 

making contact with the somas (fig. 18). 

3 . Terminal Boutons 

StructuroG ro~ombling terminal boutons could often be seen 

after Bodtan or Holmes silver Impregnation, appearing sometimes as 

dark bai Is of about I ~ diameter, sometimes as ring-shaped ter-

' mlnals, and sometimes as club-1 Ike endings (figs. 18, 19 and 20). 

Occasionally such a bouton-1 Ike ending was seen In a Bod ian stained 



XBB 69Y-5974 

Fig. 18: Group of ce rebe ll ar neurons (Pu r kinje ce ll s? ), 20 - day old 

culture . Top: Li ving , phase contrast . Bottom : Same area 

after fi xati on and sta i n ing wi th Ho lmes ' s il ve r impreqnation. 

Note the r ather dense axona l network (dark I ines ) with many 

terminal s s urroun d i ng t he ne urons . The cytopl asm is stained 

only very I ightl y but nuc le i of ne r ve ce ll s (l a rge, rounded) 

and g I i a ( sma I I, ova I ) a r e dense I y sta i ned . 
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XEB 698-S28J 

Fia 19: Cerebellar neurons with severa l axons and pr esumed terminal 

boutons (arrows). 34 days in v i tro . Bod ian . U 11 immer-

sion. 

60 
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culture not associated with any visib le neurons, but It Is of course 

not known whether contact was made with some unstained dendritic 

branch. Such branches may reach some hundreds of micra from the eel I 

body and, especially In denser areas, may not be discernible even 

after Bodian staining. Cel I bodies that were densely surrounded by 

axons (fig. 18) could have possibly provided contacts In the form of 

boutons-en-passage. Whether these various morphological structures, 

as revealed by silver Impregnation, really represent functional syn-

. apses could not yet be determined. Such structures have now been 

· seen in silver stained preparations of tissue cultures by Lumsden 

(1951), Wolf (1964), Kim (1965), HI ld (1966), and Cechner (1967), 

but except for the case of thick organ cultures (Peterson, Crain 

& Murray, 1965; Bungo, Bungo & Pctor~on, 1965), corrolatod ultra 

structural and functional studies are stl I I lacking and a cautious 

interpretation is warranted (Hi ld, 1966). However, in view of the 

electrophyslological data presented below, they could possibly be 

identical with functional synapses. 

4. Discussion 

62 

In general the morphological observations reported here ful ly 

agree with the ones published by Hlld (1966). The flat, membrane-! ike 

nature of the cultures used in this study is apparent from an inspec

tion of the stained whole mount (non-sectioned) prepara t ions (fi gs . 6, 

7, 10, 12, 14, 18, 19 and 20). At an age of between about 13 and 25 
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days~ vitro, g l ia l nuclei are often seen to overlap, but neurona l 

eel I bodies are mostly laid down In a more or less dense two-dimensional 

array. Exceptionally thick areas can, of course, be found, more often 

in younger cultures. Neurites (axons and dendrites) and gl tal pro

cesses, on the other hand, overlap considerably, and the cultures can 

therefore not be considered as monolayers. The cultures thin out pro

gressively as they get older~ anq an increasing number of them start 

to degenerate. Some cultures, however, have been maintained in an 

apparently healthy state for up to two months. 

The development of rot fer tube cultures Is thus radically 

different from the thick organ cultures obtained with the Maxlmow 

double coversl lp technique. The accessibl I ity both for phase contrast 

visual fzatlon and for microelectrode placement is a major advantage, 

even If it has to be bought with additional distortion of the organa

typic structure. This advantage Is espec ially valuable If one is In

terested In the function at the eel lular level (e.g., Hlld & Tasakl, 

1962), or In the Interactions of a relatively smal I number of eel Is. 

No experiments have yet been performed to determine the 

reason for the distinctly more pronounced thinning of rot fer tube 

cultures compared to Maximow cultures. In fact such experiments may 

be impossible to carry out si nce the various aspects of the fluid 

motion (aeration, waste product removal, etc.) may be hard to disso

ciate from other differences, such as the requirements for a different 

nutrient composition, amount of nutrient medium, schedule of feeding, 
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oxygen tension, concentration of co2, and many more. Even the gravity 

compensation of the rol I lng arrangement may play a role! In any case, 

one may speculate that the constant movement of the nutrient medium 

in the roller tubes plays an Important part. In addition to thinning 

due to the peripheral migration of mesenchymal and glial eel Is, and 

to the macrophagic removal of debris from eel Is injured during the 

explanting surgery or from eel Is degenerating during the adaptation to 

the culture environment, thinning may be enhanced due to the rol I ing 

action of the tubes by washing away many eel Is that would have remained 

part of the tissue In an undisturbed system. 

B. SPONTANEOUS BIOELECTRIC ACT IVITY 

1. Extracellular Recordings from Individual Neurons 

By positioning the tip of a microelectrode under visual 

control within a few micra of th~ soma of a neuron (fig. 21), spon

taneous extracellular action potentials were recorded from a majority 

of the nerve eel Is tested. Spontaneous activity was found in cul

tures of 13 to 34 days lfl yitr9; younqer cultures were usually sti I I 

too thiCk to allow accurate visual placement of electrodes; and older 

ones usuafly became spread too thinly and often started degenerating, 

or the supply of cultures simply was exhausted. 34 days~ vit~o Is 

consequently not to be considered an upper limit for the detection of 

spontaneous bioelectric activity. With respect to a remote electrode, 
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Fi g . 2 1: Typ i ca l arrangement ot the extrace llul ar reconli nSJ e l ec

t rodes in a cerebe ll ar culture (I I days in v itro) . 
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• the spikes were sometimes negative (fig. 22a), most often blphas ic 

negative-positive (fig. 22b), or triphasic with a smal I positive de

flection preceding the major negative-positive potential (fig. 22c), 

frequently with an Inflection In the negative swing. At times, large 

positive (fig. 22d) or positive-negative potentials (fig. 22e) were 

seen. 

The shape and duration of the blphaslc negative-positive 

extracellular spike was very similar to the~ vivo recordings from 

cerebel Jar Purkinje eel Is (Eccles, Lllnas & Sasaki, 1966); it corres

ponded wei I to the theoretically calculated potential distribution 

due to an action potential of a spherical eel I body with dendrites In 

a conducting medium (Ral I, 1962). Triphasic extracellular action po

tentials are commonly seen~ vivo (e.g., Fntt, 19?7>; the initinl 

positive deflection is due to a remote depolarization, and the large 

negative potential Is due to the depolarization of the soma mem-

66 

brane near the electrode, with the inflection reflectinq the lower 

threshhold for excitation in the initial segment (axon hi I lock), and 

the delayed depolarization ot the soma (ruortes, Frank & ~ecker, 19~7>. 

The rarer positive-negative spikes (fig. 22e), were characterized by 

a much larger amp I !tude (up to 2 mv peak-to-peak to date, compared to at 

most 0.6 to 0.8 mv for spikes with a negative major leading phase) 

and by an absence of other spikes (from other nearby units). Such 

extracellular "giant spikes" have been repeatedly reported, though at 

times with much greater amplitudes (Granit & Phil I ips, 1956). These 



Fi ~. 77: 

Examples of extracellular 

action potentials. 

a) Midbrain, 27 days in vitro 

( D IV), 

b) cerebellum, 20 DIV, 

c) cer'ebellum, 25 DIV, 

d) midbrain, 27 DIV, 

e) midbrain, 22 DIV. 

In this and a I I to I I owing osc

i I loscope records, positivity 

is indicated by an upward 

defiP.ction. a, b & dare 

multiple trace photographs. 

XBB 699-5975 
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positive-negative spikes resembled the extrace! lular potentials seen 

by Woodward, Hoffer & Lapham (1969) in the Purklnje eel I layer of rat 

cerebellum, and both Crain (1956) and HI ld & Tasaki (1962) have repor

ted both negative-positive and positive-negative extracellular unit 

spikes recorded from cultured neurons. The differences in the ob

served potentials are probably caused by differences in the relative 

position of the recording microelectrode with respect to the electro

genic structure. These large positive or positive-negative spikes 

were not encountered often enough in this investigation to permit con

clusive experimentation as to the relationship of the electrode posi

tion to the polarity of the extracellular potential. More exper.lments 

nre planned since the visibl I ity of the nerve eel Is and the record

ing electrode tip under culture conditions seem Ideal for the inves

tigation of this problem. Upon approaching ~situ motoneurons with 

extracellular microeleclruu~s, the spikes, in response to nntidromic 

stimulation, change from a triphasic positive-negative-positive shape 

(similar to fig. 22c) to a positive-negative giant extracel luldr spike 

(Nelson & Frdllk, 19G4). Slmii\Jrly, the negatlvA P.xtracel lulc;~r spikes 

from pyramidal eel Is in the cat cortex change to larger positive-neg

ative potentia Is, dependIng on the posIt I on of ·the e I ectrode (Rosen

thal, Woodbury & Pd lion, 1966). 

Because of the dense network of axons that is seen to wind 

around some eel I bodies after sl lver impregnation (fig. 18), a large 

extracellular microelectrode (4 - 6 ~ tip diameter) may pick up smal I 



potentials from many eel Is; one can usually not be sure that the po

tent! a Is recorded a're rea I I y from the ce II that t s seen In phase 

contrast. Whl le most records had spikes of uniform height, and 

thus were considered to originate from a single neuron, a few showed 

spikes of various ampl !tudes (fig. 23), and at times quite complex 

potentials were seen, probably resultt·ng in part from activity In a 

"miniature neuropil" (fig. 18) near the cell body whose bioelectric 

activity was sought (fig. 24). 

2. The Physiological Origin of Extracellular Spikes 
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Even though the shape, duration, and ampl ltude of the above

descr J.bed spikes corresponded c I ose I y to the we I !-documented spIkes 

reported In the literature, several experiments were carried out to 

determine whether they were indeed identica l to neuronal action po

tentials. 

a) Effect of the distance of the electrode from the eel I 

membrane. When the extracellular mlcroelectrode was with

drawn from the Immediate vicinity of the neuron soma, 

the amp I ltude of the spike decreased rapidly with In

creasing distance. Fig. 25 shows an example of such an 

experiment. Beyond a certain distance (more than 10 to 

15 ~ with electrode just sitting In balanced salt solu

tion), no signals have ever been detected, nor have any 



XBB 698-4946 

Fig . 23: Extracel l u l ar spikes from two different ce lls recorded 

with a s ingle e l ectrode . a) Cerebellum (Purkinje ce ll s?) , 

23 days in vitro (OIV), b) mi dbrain, 27 DIV . 
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Fig. 24: Compl ex pot entia ls recorded with a s i ng le extrace llular 

el ectrode . Midb r ain , a ) 27 DIV, b) a not he r cu lture, 

mi db ra i n, 26 DIV. 
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.2mvL 
Ssec 
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.2mvL 
2sec 

XBB 698- 494 7 

Fig. 25 : Ext rao~ l lu l ar r eco r d i ng from cerebe ll um cu l ture, 16 DIV . 

a) electrode very c lose to ee l I memhrAnA, h) A I Actrode 

I 81110V8d 5 - 0 \l • 
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signals ever been found by placing the electrode onto 

presumed gl Ia I or mesenchymal eel Is. 

b) Irreversible injury to neurons during recording. 

In order to assess the origin of the extracellular 

splkesb the eel I .body near the recording electrode was 

damaged by puncturing It with a second (ultrafine) 

electrode from the opposite side. In every case the 

large extracellular action potentials (as shown In fig. 

22) disappeared following the entry of the damage-In

ti icting electrode tip, at times Immediately, at other 

.times after a few high frequency "Injury" discharges. 

The injured eel I body could then be seen to disinte

grate (it turned rapidly granular and phase-light) and 

seemed subsequently to disappear. Occasionally, . 

smaller irregular and complex potentials, at times 

barely above the noise level, persisted; this is simi

lar to activity that can sometimes (not very often) be 

detected by placing the recording electrode into the 

tissue away from visible nerve eel Is. On the other 
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hand, large spikes have so far never been found, except 

when the electrode Is very close to a neuronal eel I body. 

Thus it can be assumed with reasonable certainty that 

the large spikes seen in most records are actually from 

the eel I body near the electrode tip and not from any 

other smal I undetectable neurite. 



c) Effect of temperature on average spike frequency and 

shape of extracellular action potential. 

Warming the bathing medium from room temperature (25°C) 

to 36°C increased the average spike frequency by a 

factor of up to 2. The increase varied from preparation 

to preparation. If the temperature was raised even 

more, the spike frequency increased progressively and 

the neuron often fired prolonged high frequency bursts, 

until at approximately 43- 45°C all bioelectric acti

vity stopped suddenly and Irreversibly. Extracellular 

action potentials had a distinctly shorter duration at 

36°C than at room temperature; the o10 for the spike 

duration between 25°C and 36°C was ·about 2 (fig. L6). 

Lowering the temperature to 15°C decreased the spike 

frequency to almost zero and lengthened the duration of 

the extracellular action poten'tia l (fig. 27) wllh d 

Q10 ·(24 to 16°C) of about 2.7. Only preliminary experi

ments have been performed to examine the effect of tem

perature variation on the electrical activity of cul

tured neurons. More experiments are planned, especial Jy 

with respect to the reversibi I ity of the observed phe-

nomena. 

The effect of temperature on the action potential du

ration is wei 1-known for other preparations (Schoepfle 

& Erlanger, 1941; Hodgkin & Katz, 1949; Schoffeniels, 

1958), and has also been noted in intracel Jular record-
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Fig. 26: Extrace llul a r sp i kes from a 15- day o ld ce rebe llar culture . 

a) at 25 °C, b) at 36°C recorded from the same neu ron (same 

electrode position). Notice the shorte r duration of the 

spi ke at 36 °C. 
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XBB 698 5285 

Fig. 27: Extrace ll u lar action potent i a ls recorded from the same nerve 

eel I whil e lower i nq the temperature from 24 °C to I6 °C an d 

then ra i s i ng it again to 24 . 5°C. Cerebellum . 14 days ~ 

v it ro . Not ice the change in duration of the extracel lular 

act ion pot ent ial . 
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lngs of neurons In tissue culture <Htld & Tasakt, 1962} . 

d) Effects of strychnine, calcium, and magnesium concentra-

tton in the bathing solution. 

The marked effect of strychnine on the spike pattern, 

and the sensitivity of the average spike frequency to 

changes In the concentration of calcium and magnesium 

' in the external medium, wei I attest to the physiolog ica l 

nature of the observed spikes. This subject wil I be 

treated In section I I I, D. 

3~ Patterns of Spontaneous Bioelectric Activity 

After. placing the culture under the microscope and post~ 

tioning the electrodes successfully, activity could be recorded un-

diminished and presumably from the . same unit, for up to five hours or 

longer at room temperature i n balanced sa.lt so lution. Good activity 

could usually be found in nests of neurons (presumably Purktnje 

eel Is) of cerebel Jar cultures , as shown In figs. 5 and 6, and from 

neurons in denser areas of midbrain and cerebel Jar cultures profusely 

surrounded by myelinated axons ( f igs. 13 and 14). In neu rons located 

in very thin areas of the explant, where the density of eel Is and 

eel lular processes Is low, spontaneous spikes have, so far, been 

'detected only Infrequently by the extracellular recording method. It 

appears that spontaneous act ivity may require a critical eel lular 



density or, alternatively, It ts possible that a high cel l dens i ty is 

essential for the maintenance of functional synapses that mediate the 

bioelectric activity. The relationship between eel lular density 

(neuron-gl Ia Interaction?) and spontaneous electrical activity war

rants further study. 

The average .spike frequency at room temperature ranged from 

a few spikes per minute to about 10 to 15 spikes per second, but fre

quencies of 50 to 300 per minute were most often found, with inter-

val distributions that were usually irregular and non-random. 
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Spikes often occurred In trains, with ~tiAnt periods of sometimes 

several seconds between bursts (fig. 28), and spike frequencies of up 

to 100/sec. within the bursts. At times, a very regular spike pattern 

was found (fig. 29), and often doublet and triplet spikes were recorded 

in both cerebellar and midbrain cultures, with the second and third 

spikes usually somewhat smaller in amplitude than the first one 

(f .fg. 30). Fig. 31 shows an excerpt of the record and the interspike 

interval histogram of a culture with a doublet firing pa\tern. No

til:.~ ll1dl, willie there are some Intervals smaller than 5 msec., there 

is a large peak In the 5 - 10 msec. and 10 - 15 msec. bins. Almost 

no counts were accumulated for intervals between 1~ m~A~ . and 140 

11 1~ec. , with subsequent peaks at around 200 msec . and 425 msec. The 

inte rval histogram of another cul t ure showed a sharp peak at a smal I 

interval, and a broad secondary peak at a much larger intorval ( f ig. 

32). Two other examples of non-random interva l d ist ributions a re 
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.2mvL 
2 sec 

XBB 698-5283 

Fi g. 29: fair l y n~!]IJ i ar Hx l rau~ II ! J iar· nc:l i on polenliC! I ~ from 

Purk i n,je cel l s(?) of 16-day o l d cerebellar culture . 
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XBB 698-5286 

Fig. 30: Exampl es of doub l et and trip l et sp i kes of decreasing 

amp I itude. A : cerebel l um , 14 days in vitro . B : 18-day 

o l d cerebel l ar cu l ture. 



o.2mvL 
50ms 

X.I:H~ bY~-5293 

Fig. 31: a) Excerpts from original record showing sing le and double 

srikes . b) lnterspike interval histoqram. NumbeJ- or 

occurrences versus time . Bin size: 5 msec . Sampling 

intervnl: 5 min. Number of counts r lotted: 957 . 

Cerebel lum, 30 days in vitro . 

R/ 
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Fi g , 32 : lnte r s pi ke i nt e r va l hi stog r am of a 22-day o ld mi db r a in 

cu lture . Ordinate : number of occurrences . Bin size : 

2 msec . N = 2053 . Samp I i ng i nte r va I : 16 mi n . 25 sec . 
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given in the histograms of fig. 33 and 34. In the former, the firing 

pattern has preferred spike intervals at about 10 msec. and at about 

70 msec., with a tal I of long intervals; In the latter, short Jn

terva Is are consp i cuou·s I y absent and the preferred i nterva Is seem to 

be near 160, 300, and 450 msec., again with a large number of much 

longer Intervals. 

A variety of different discharge patterns are thus found In 

cultures of cerebel tum and midbrain. These may reflect not only the 

heterogeneity of eel I types In these cultures, but also the somewhat 

unorganized and distorted growth and maturation of the cultures. In 

situ architecture, topographic relatlon.s, and anatomical connections 

are changed during the explanting operation and the subsequent read

justment to the new environment, and possibly new Interneuronal 

relations ar~ developed. 

Howe.ve.r, ce.rtnln pnttArns mlmir.klng the~ vivo activity 

are repeatedly found. The bursting activity, for Instance, has been 

found in intact and decerebrate cat cerebellum (Brookhart, Moruzi 

& Snider, 1950; Granit & Phil I ips, 1956), in Intact rat cerebellar 

cortex (Woodward, Hoffer & Lapham, 1969), and In Isolated cat cere

bellar folia (Snider, Teramoto & Ban, 1967). Depending on the state 

of development, the cerebellar Purkinje eel Is may be spontaneously 

active at a rather regular slow frequency, may fire doublets, or may 

be bursting (Woodward, Hoffer & Lapham, 1969). Comparison with the 

thick long-term organ cultures of Crain may not be easy, but the 

sporadic, spontaneous, long-lasting complex potentials detected with 
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250 500 ms 

XBB 699-6064 

Fig. 33: lnte rspike interval histogram of a midbrain cu lture, 20 

days~ vitro. Ordinate: number of occurrences. Bin size: 

5 rnsec. N- 17G5 counts . Sampl inSJ inlerval: 5 min. 

Note peaks at about 10 and 70 msec . 
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Fig. 34: lnte r sp i ke interval histogram of 20-day o ld cerebe l Jar 

cu lture . Bin size: 5 msec . N = 509 . Sampling inte rva l: 

5 min . 30 sec. 

Note abse nce of short intervals and three peaks. 
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larger electrodes (Crain, 1966) may be a mantfestatton similar to the 

bursting activity reported here. The rhythmic activity of the organ 

cultures of Cunningham (1962) may have similar origins. 

So far no differences with respect to average frequency or 

interval distribution could be detected between cerebel fum and mid

brain, nor could ani differences be found as a function of age of the 

~ulture. Such differences may wei I exist, but they may be difficult 

to find due to the heterogeneity of the cultures. As work progresses 

on this system, it may become possible to study the development of 

bioelectric activity from specific cultured eel I types. 

4. Simultaneous Extracellular Recording from Two Neurons 
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When unit activity was simultaneously recorded with two 

extracellular microelectrodes from two randomly selected neurons,,the 

somas of which were 20 ~to 200 ~apart (fig. 21), their spike activities 

were very often correlated. Such correlation was found In almost 

af I cases where both eel Is showed any activity at at I. 

The probabl I ity of accidentally recording simultaneously 

with two electrodes from two different points on the same eel I (the 

eel I body and some distant neurite that happens to run near the 

second eel I body) is extremely low. Since the action potential could 

be abol !shed by damaging the eel I body (described above), there ~as 

no doubt that the electrodes recorded from two different eel Is. 



r_ ' 

• Fig. 35 shows the correlated bursting acl fvt ly o·f two near 

by neurons. The bursts sTarted and ended almost simultaneously, with 

common silent periods between bursts. Within the bursts the spike 

correlation was not one-to-one; at times spikes could be seen in 

one neuron and not in the other. The correlation in another culture, 

one without marked bursting activity, is demonstrated in figs. 36 
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and 37. A common characteristic should be noted here; the spikes from 

neuron A fel I near a splka from neuron B more often than expected 

under chance conditions. The "cross-interval histogram" generated 

by -t-h~ PDP-0 computer (see appendix ) drdmdl·tcally expresses the 

non-random distribution of the spikes from the two neurons (fig. 37). 

It should also be noted that, whl le the pattern is not symmetrical 

around points . of coincidence, neuron B often fired with very smal I 

Intervals before and after neururr A. Th8 closely correl;;~tP.rl nr.ti-

vlty of anothAr culture Is shown in f~g. 38. In this case, spikes 

in ce I I B a I most exc I us I ve I y fo I I owed spIkes lr1 t,;8 I I A by a I atency 

of around 5 to 10 msec. The cross-interval histogram of another 

culture is given In fig. 39 , showing yet another· Ji~lr ibutlon uround 

the point of coincidence. For comparison, fig. 40 shows a cross

interval histogram similarly generated from two random pulse generators 

(two radioactive sources), with average pulse and frequencie~ com

parable to the average spike frequencies found in cultured neurons. 

During the course of this invAstigation, simultaneous extracellular 

recordings with two electrodes were made from 19 pairs of neurons 



XBB 696-3546 

Fig. 35 : Correlated burstin acti v ity s imu ltaneous ly rBcur·Jed with 

two extracellul a r mic roe lect rodes f rom t wo neurons 

(traces I and 2, respect ive ly ) ap prox ima t e ly 50~ apart. 

Cerebellum, 25 d ~ys i n vi trn , A: bu r st s , B: beginning of o 

· burst, C: within a bu r st. 
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Fig. 36 : Corre lated spike activity from two neurons (s imultaneous ly 

recorded with two extrace ll ular microe lectrodes) . Midbrain, 

22 days ~ vitn-:J . 
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Fig. 37: Cross- i nterval histogram of the record of the same culture 

as fig. 36. Ordinate: number of occurrences . Bin size : 2 

msec . Samp l ing interval: 16 min. 25 sec. Number of counts 

in train A: 1097, in train B: 2053. The interva ls of a 

spike in train B following any spike in train A are plotted 

to the right of 0 (forward recurrence times); the intervals 

of a sp1ke in train B preceding any spike in train A are 

plotted to the left of 0 (backward recurrence times). NotA 

the uneven distribution around coincidence (=zero). 
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XBB 699-6066 

Fig. 38: LO-day o ld cullure of cerellellur11. A: f-Ju::oi-t"ion of e lectrodes ; 

B: sample record of the sp i kes simultaneous ly recorded from the 

two neurons shown in A. Notice the more or less constant time 

reI at i onsh i p ot lhe spikes In ·1 he u~I-H:Jt lr dL-8 to the 3p i kcs in 

the lower trace. I he discrim inator outputs ( 10 vo lt pul ses used 

for the computer analys is) appear as dots be low each spike; 

C: c ross- i nterval histogram . Bin size : 5 msec.; samp ling 

inte rva l : 5 min. 30 sec.; counts in train A: 509 , in train B: 

255 . Note thA maximum point at 5- 10 msec. to lhe r·ight of 

zero, )ndicating the high probabi I ity of a spike in train B 

foll ow ing a sp i ke in train A w i th~ latency of 5- 10 msoc. 
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-soo -250 0 250 500 ms 

XBB 699-6068 

Fig. 39 : Cross-i nterval histogram of the s imultaneous ext ra~e l lul a r 

recording from two neurons in a 20- day o ld midb ra i n cu lture . 

Bin s i ze: 5 msec.; samp ling in terva l: 5 min.; counts i n 

tra i n A: 727, in tra i n B: 1765 . 



XBB 699-6061 . 

Fig. 40 : Cross-i nterva l h i ~ l ogram ot two simu ltaneous, uncorrelated, 

ran dom pulse trains obta ined by disp lay i ng Ge ige r counte r 

outp uts recorded from two radioactive s0urces (count rate s :. 

106 and 182 counts per minute, respectively). Bin s ize : 

~ r~~sec.; sampling interval: 18 min.; counts in train A: 

1914, in t rain B: 3279 . 
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(from 19 cultures) and ln 17 cases the correlation was clear-cut; tn 

the other 2 cases .no obvious correlation existed, but detailed com

puter analysis may sti I I reveal an interaction tn these latter cases. 

Various degrees of correlation between the unit spikes of 

neurons In the same microscopic field can thus be seen. A kind of 

loose correlation may exist~ with one neuron firing very often near 

(shortly before or afte~) a spike in the other neuron. The two 

units may be active at different frequencies, and a· more or less 

l~rge number of spikes ~none neuron may not have counterparts in 

the other neuron (fig. ~6). At other times~ a clear and more or less 

fixed time relation between the two neurons can be seen (fig. 38), 

again with the posslbi lity of spikes missing in the record of either 

nerve cell. 

5. Discussion 

At !east four different Interpretations can be given for 

the non-random lntersplke Interval distributions (bursttng patterns, 

preferred Intervals, doublets, triplets) found In most cultures tested 

so far. The particular eel I may have an endogenous mechanism that, 

in some way, can give rise to the observed firing patterns; local 

fluctuatlonG in the surrounding medium (Ionic composition) mny rrn

duce bursts, doublets or triplets; the eel I may be driven by one or 

several inputs from other endogenously non.:.randomly firing neurons; or 
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tt may be part of a self~reexctttng network contatnfng excitatory and 

Inhibitory pathways, with at least some eel Is acting as pacem~kers, 

connected In such a way as to generate the observed patterns. 

Aspects of alI four mechanisms may play a role, and none can be 

excluded on the basis of analysis of single spike trains. For 

example, the bursts shown In figs. 28 and 35 may be triggered by one 

or several neurons that fire spontaneously at a 1~w frequency (one 

per several seconds, as Is often seen In cultures) and whtch then syn-

aptlcal ly relay their activity through possibly very complex nets to 

a cascading series of neurons to produce bursts In a fashion similar 

to the long-lasting complex potentials which can be el Jetted with a 

single short electrical 'stimulus· In thick organ cultures of central 

nervous tissue <Cn:dll, 19uu). AIJ~rnatlvely, the bursts may bo duo 

to long-lasting or repetitive Inhibitory Inputs Impinging on one or 

many spontaneously active neurons so as to produce relatively long 

silent periods. Similarly the common occurrence of preferred spike 

Intervals (figs. 33 and 34) may result from excitatory networks, 

where a neuron tan get reexclted periodically with Intervals depending 

on the size of the net, the degree of connectivity and the type of 

connections (excitatory or Inhibitory)~ Such a model has been tnves-

tlgated with a computer by Farley (1965) who found that oscll latory 

patterns are generated after stimulation of a single element In a net 

of nerve analogues with synapse-! Ike connection. On the other hand, 

these. preferred Intervals may also be produced by one or many inhibitory 
/ 



fl')puts which suppress otherwise spontaneously acttve cells for some 

time. 

The close correlation (more.or less simultaneous firing) of 

the Individual spikes from two neurons In the same microscopic field 
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of a culture suggests the presence of nets of Interacting units, with 

at least some (and possibly many) nerve c~l Is ffrfrig spontaneously 

(pacemaker activity> and transmitting their activity through complex 

nets to other. neurons. The units. sampled with mfcroelectrodes repre

sent two nearby pofnts In the postulated net, possibly receiving inputs 

from common and from Independent sources, In addition to their 

possible endogenous spontaneous activity.· A great many combinations 

ara therefore feasible# varying from culture to c~lture; these result 

·In a rather loose correlation with Individual units often exhibiting 

a degree of Independence, such as the lack of fixed time relation or 

the presence of spikes In one unt+ without a corresponding spike In 

the other. 

Various kinds of interneuronal Interactions are possib(e~ 

One interpretation for the observed correlation might be a non-synap

tically mediated threshho!d alteration due to the electric field from 

the firing of a nearby neuron (Terzuelo & Bullock, 1956). Thus, the 

·fact that one neuron fires an. action potential may increase the pro

babi llty of a spontaneous spike In another neuron even In the ab

sence of synaptic inputs. It seems, though, that such action would 

only work at very close distances and would need a relatively smal I 
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extracellular space to limit current snuntlng effects. Such an 

arrangement Is generally, not present In the cultures used tn these 

experiments. Not only have the neurons (and generally all eel Is) be-

come spread apart, but the extracellular space has been expanded tre-

mendously. Isolated pockets of close neuronal contact do, of ·course~ 

exist, and this type of i~teraction cannot be excluded at present. 

However, such a situation should be relatively rare and two neurons 

selected at random In a microscopic field should ordinarily not be 

so situated. Good correlation Is found, however, In the vast major-

lty of cases whenever the· activity of two. neurons Is recorded slmul-

taneously. 

A second posslbll lty would be the·modlflcatlon of a neuron's 

fl,rln~ pattern by Ionic changes ln.the.extr:-acei iular space due to the 

activity of another neuron In a way similar to the depolarization 
I 

qbserved In glt'a <urkaM~ Nicholl.!> & Kurfler, 1966). Again such 

effects are probably only working at very close dlstallt.:~~ ar"•d seem un-· 

I tkely, though not Impossible, under culture conditions. In the 

spinal cord, for Instance, exploration with a mlcroelectrode reveals 

that the soma of a gastroenemlus motoneuron may be as close as 50 ~ 

-to· 100 lJ ·lu a blceps-5emltendlnozus motoneuron, nnd yet these two 

, neurons exhibit quite distinctive responses to afferent volleys. 

The dendrites of such eel Is may be as long as 1 mm, so that there Is 
! 

a large ov~rlap of the de~drltlc :fields (Romanes, 1953). 
: \? 
; A further alternative could be the existence of electrotonic 



junctions. between neurons (Furshpan & Potter~ 1959). In lobster 

cardiac ganglia, for Instance, correlated bursttng actfvfty with a 

slmilat ~ather loose correfation (a spike in one eel! Is not always 

accompanied by a spike In the second neuron) has been observed 

(Watanabe, 1958); in that case it Is due to electrical connections be

tween some of the ganglion cells. Similar Interneuronal electrotonic 

junctions· have not yet been observed In the mammalian nervous· system, 

at least not.!..!!. situ.· Nerve tissue cultures similar to the ones 

:used in this study have recently been tested for electrotonic junc

tions by Walker and Hl!d (1969),· who found wtdespread electrotonic 

coupling between gl tal cel.ls and a certain class of neurons. The 

· electrotonlcal ly coupled neurons were morphologically indistinguish

able from other (non-coupled) neurons, but their.functfonal proper

ties were quite unusual; they did not seem to be excitable, thus they 

were not spontaneously active and no action potentials could be evoked 

with applied electrical stimulus. The electrical response of these 
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eel Is was similar to that of cultured gl tal eel Is (Hi ld & Tasakl, 1962; 

Hild, Takenaka & Waiker, 1965). Cultured neurons with physiological 

properties similar to.!..!!. vivo neurons (excitable membranes, etc., as 

described in the preceding pages) did not seem to be coupled electro

ton I ca I ,I y to each other or to any other ce II s. Wh i I e much work is 

needed to confirm and further Investigate this chal lenglng finding uf 

Walker and Hlld, It seems, at least at present, that electrotonic 

coupling is not instrumental In the correlation of discharges from .. 



"norma 111 excltabl e cuI tur.ed neurons. 

This leaves the most likely tnterpretatton, namely that 

neurons showing good· bioelectric activity (located tn fairly dense 

areas of the expl~nt) are part of a synaptically connected network. 

This interpretation ts strengthened by the common occurrence in cul

ture of terminal boutons (Infra vide) and synaptic structure (Lums

den, 1968). 

The exact connections probably vary greatly from culture to 

culture but one may assume that both excitatory and inhibitory syn

apses are Involved. In addition to multiple synaptic Inputs to the 

cultured neurons, at least some, If not most, eel Is in these cul-

.tures may be spontaneously actt·ve. Thus the spontaneous action po

tet'ltlals may be synchronized loosely due to synaptic Inputs, or, 

alternatively, a sufficiently strong synaptic Input may cause de

polarization bolow threDhold for the firing of on ectlon potential. 

Such comp I ex i ntera.ct Ions can eas II y gIve rise to the non-random 

f i r r ng patterns poss i b I v of Q!'\ osc I. I I 9tory nature. 

Simple, synaptically connected nets of neurons of other 
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b to log lea I preparatl ons often exhibit s.im i I ar characted sties. Some 

experimental preparations of locust flight motor neurons, for instance, 

show loosely coordinated discharge patterns due to common synaptic 

inputs, synaptic lnteractl~ns between lnterneurons and motor neurbns, 

and possibly longer term Inhibitory Interactions (Waldron & Wilson, 

. 1969). 



C~ MODIFICATIONS OF THE SPONTANEOUS BIOELECTRIC ACTIVITY 

Nerve tissue cultures are a convenfent material for the 

study of environmental effects on the eel Is and their Interactions. 

In order to a) confirm the physiological origin of th~ potentials re

corded; b) investigate some of their properties; c) explore some of 

the characteristics of the Interneuronal Interactions; and d) assess 

the feasibil tty of future pharmacological investigations, a series 

of experiments were performed to test the effects of environmental 

changes. 

1. Effects of Strychnine 

The addition of 10 ~g/ml strychnine to the bathtng medium 

Increased the frequency and altered the pattern of the spike activity 

of single neurons In cultures. Unit spike activity of a low fre

quency chanaerl ton hurstlng pattern within less than a minute after 

the beginning of the drug Injection Into the recording chamber. The 

pattern was rather stereotyped (fig. 418), consisting of a single 

spike followed by a slow positive wave and a series of 6 - 12 spikes. 

Such spo~taneous bursts occurred at Intervals of 4 - 8 seconds (fig. 

41C). 

~01 

The effect of strychnine on the bioelectric activity of 

thicker cultures has been described by Crain (1964c) and Is essentially 
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Fig. 4 1: Effect of inject ion of 10 ~g/ml strychn i ne i n balanced 

~a I J· ~o I u I ion. A: coni r·o I with s i ng I e SJ..l i kes or I ow 

frequency . Band C: after injection of strychnine . 
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similar. Convulsive outbursts can be recorded~ situ from single 

units In the cerebel Jar cortex after strychnine administration {Bre-

mer & Gernandt, 1954; Brookhart, Moruzz I & SnIder, 1950). 

The action of strychnine points to the presence of lnhibi-

tory synapses~ since It Is thought that strychnine selectively inhib-

its these synapses {Bradleyt Easton & Eccles, 1953). 

2. Effects of Va~ylng the Concentration of Calcium 

Lowering the calcium concentration from.2.55 mM (normal 
+• . . 

amount of Ca · in Gey's balanced salt solution) to 1.2 mM Increased 
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the unit spike frequency by a .factor of 3 to 5. A reduction to 0.5 mM 

resulted In a large transitory Increase of the firing ~ate, lasting 

~bout a m t·nute .• fo I I owed· by a depress I on to a I eve I I ower than the con~ . 

tro! valu·e (fig. 42)·. A return to balanced salt solution with 2.55 mM 

Ca++ restored the spike frequency to more or less control !eve!. Ex

changing the BSS with an Identical solution except for the absence of 

Ca++ caused a short burst of activity of even higher frequency with 

a subsequent cessation of the spontaneous activity. The activity 

could be restored by returning to the control Ca++ level within a few 

minutes., Longer per I ods In Ca-f ree bathIng med I urn were accompanied by 

irreversible changes In the eel lular appearance and, of course, perm-

anent loss of alI bioelectric activity. 

No change In spike activity was noted after an increase of 

the calcium concentration from 2.55 mM to 3.55 mM. 
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Fig. 42: Effect of lowering the calcium concentration of the balanced 

.salt solution (8SS) from 2.55 mM to 1.2 mM (midbrain 

culture, 20 days~ vitro). 



.. ~ 
The effsct of the Ca . level on bioelectric activity ts 

thought to be due to an tnstabtltty In the membrane structure at low 

Ca levels, with a resulting increase tn the excitabtllty. Thfs has 

been extensively discussed In recent reviews· (e.g., Koketsu, 1969), 

and the action on cultured neurons is entirely as expected. 

3~ Effects of Magnesium Concentration 

Varying the concentration of magnesium tn the bathing 
++ . 

medium In the presence of Ca had a much less pronounced effect 

than varying the calcium concen+r~tion alon~. Reduction of the mag

nesium concentration from Its normal level (1.07 mM In Gey's BSS) to 

zero resulted In a reversible Increase of the unit spike frequency, 

while an Increase from 1.07 to 2.14 mM caused a reversible decrease 

of the frequency by a factor of about 2. An add.ftlon of 6 mM of Mg++ 

led to a sharp drop of the average spike frequency (fig. 43). 

i05 

Whl le magnesium affects.the excltabll tty of the neuronal mem-

brane~ Its main action is presumably on the synaptic transmission 

(Somjen·& Kato~ 1968; Desmedt, 1993). The action of magnesium tons 

is thus entirely compatible with the presence of neuronal nets In our 

cultures. 
' 
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4. Discussion 

These experiments demonstrate the feaslbtltty of ustng cui-

tures for further studies· of the actions of various environmental 

factors (transmitter substances, drugs, tonic composition) on Indiv

Idual nerve eel Is In the absence of such compl ttatlng factors as the 

blood brain barrier and other control mechanism$. Experiments such 

as lowering the c6ncentratlon Qf an ion are difficult to carry out In 

situ. Estimates of the effective concentrations of Ions and drugs in 

contact with individual eel Is are hard to make In vivo due to a 

variety of compartments (of unknown size and composition)~ diffusion 

barriers~ and selective and active transport mechanisms. !onto-

phoretic application of various chemical substances has been success-

f~:~l ly used ·to study their effect on Individual neurons In the Intact 

animal, but It remains very difficult to accurately know the final 

concentration of the test substance appl led (Salmolraghl & Stefanis~ 

1967). Nerve tissue cultures may be Ideal to supplement pharmaco-

logical studies on Intact animals. In addition, a more detailed study 

of the "reversibility" following alteration in the environment (tern-

perature, chemicals, etc.) may give some clues to the adaptive capa-

bil ities,of neurons. 

In the Interpretation of the experiments with calcium and 

magnesium, the. data analysis was limited ·to the average spike fre

quency .. In future experiments, a more detat led analysis of the dis-

W7 
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charge patterns and of the d~gree of correlatton between s!multaneously 

recor.ded spIke traIns may revea I more subt I e d t fferences due to· en-

vironmental changes than could be obtained from stmple changes in the 

average frequency of ftrtng. 

D. INTRACELLULAR RECORDINGS 

Recordings with Intracellular electrodes to explore synaptic 

potent I a Is wou I d be of. great va I ue to fIrm I y estab I Ish the funct I ona I 

tnt.egrt ty of the synaptic structures In th tn nerve tt ssue· cuI tures and . . 
to Investigate their properties. Only preliminary experiments were 

done In this promising line of Investigation, b~t It Is hoped that 

future work wll I clarify gomo of The findings. 

1 • !V.t~~.Q.C~!l-~ Potent I a Is 

The difficulty of penetrating the cell membrane with mtn!- · 

mum damage has been pointed out repeatedly~ especially for. cerebellar 

Purklnje eel Is (Grantt & Phil lips, 1956; Eccles, .LI lnas & Sasaki, 1966). 

In the case of !issue cultures, the situation seems even worse; rapid-

·ly deter!orattng resting potentials coupled with degeneration of the 

eel Is are common. (Crain, 1956; Hi ld & Tasakt, 1962; Cechner, 1967). 

Only the use of a high qual tty vibration Isolation and ultraflne micro

electrodes <0.1 l..l tip diameter) has led to some I fmtted success. 



Membrane potenttals of htstologtcal ly Identifiable cere

bellar neurons ranged from -40 to -77 mV (fnstde negative) which, In 

a few cases, could be held for as long as 30 min. This amplitude of 

the potential fs similar to the one found by other workers In cul

tured neurons (Crain, 1956; Hlld & Tasakf, 1962; Ray & Lumsden, 1968). 

2. Synaptic Potentials 

On several occasions, transitory potentlals resembling 

excitatory post-synaptic potentials CEPSP) could be seen durfng 

intracellular recordings. Their ampl ttude ranged from 4 - 7 mv and 

their duration was typically about 10 msec. Summation of a series 

of closely spaced "EPSP 1s'1 was common (fig. 44) . 

These intracellular potentials are essentially stmilar to 

the EPSP~s reported by Eccles~ Ll inas & Sasaki (1966) for~ si-tu 

Purkinje eel Is , although a direct comparison Is not possib le due to 

changed architecture of the explant and the reduced number of Input 

channels In our cultures. The . cl imblng fiber iriput has been 

eliminated by the explantlng procedure, and the only other excitatory 

input to the P~rkfnje eel Is is from the para I lei fibers of the 

granule Gells. 
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At present It cannot be concluded with certainty that the 

signals shown in fig. 44 are really excitatory post-synaptic poten

· tials, since no controls (variation of membrane potential, pharmacolog-



XBB 696-3548 

Fig. 44: Gr-oup uf I iving neurons (phase cont ra st) from cerebe llum, 

19 days~ vitro,. showing f"JO::; i tion of intrnrAIIttlnr mirrn-

electrode. Inset: intracellular record from one neuron 

(arrow) showing membrane potential of -77 mV and sub

threshold sign?Jis ([1rAstJmnhly FPSP 1 c;). 
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leal modtftcattons, etc:> have yet.b~en done. Stmtlar stgnals 

have, however, been mentioned by Klee and Htld (1967), but .wtthout any 

further comments. 
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IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

The value of simple nervous systems for.the study of some 

of the fundamental problems of neurobiology (integrative mechanisms, 

pl:asticity, learning, memory, etc.) has been pointed out repeatedly 

·(Bullock, 1966; Burns~ 1968; Giacobinl~ 1969). Ph.ylogenetically 

simple organisms (e.g., annelids, molluscs, arthropods, etc.) have 

yielded a wealth of knowledge, especial !y since many of these 16wer 

animals ha~e conveniently segmented nervous systems, often with 

large nerve cell.s. However, It Is not yet c·lear whether these· 

relatively simple preparations wl I I contribute to the elucidation 

of such problems as neuronal plasticity since their behaviour is 

usually rather stereotyped and UMdaptlv~. Ollld ur the ultlmcto aimG 

of man's quest for knowledge Is to explore his own mind and con-

.se4uently the study of tho nervous system of higher animals (and In 

·particular, mammals) has an inherent appeal. The cultivation of 

nervous tissue of mammal ian origin Is an attempt to combine the 

advantages of simple nervous systems with the complexities of 

higher animals and to achieve slmpl lficatlons of and accessibi I tty 

to an otherwise hopelessly complex organ. Serious disadvantages and 
I 

problems, however, sti I I plague the preparation: the cultures are 

stilI very complicated and their non-uniformity (each culture Is 

different) and somewhat disorganized growth ·represent major drawbacks. 

In addition, the neurons are usually relatively smal I compared to many 



Invertebrate preparations and very labtle to electrode .tmpalement. 

Thfs tnvestfgatton has shown that even after transformation 

·of the expl•:mt from a three-dimensional block of tissue tnto a mem-

brane-like structure~ some synap~ic interactions between the neurons 

in.culture persist. Whether these synapses have simply survived the 

'explanting operation or whether they have grown de~ during the 

development of the culture remains to be shown. Future Investigations 

should also examine the functional properties of such cultured syn

apses especially In regard to their similarity with the corresponding 

~situ structures. This can be done by pursulng the lntracel lular 

studies or by further, more detailed analyses of extracellular re-

cordings, both !n conjunction with environmental changes. 

The cultures lend themselves quite naturally to the Inves

tigation of the development of intercellular Interactions~ such as 

formation of synapses~ under control led environmental conditions. 
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This might bear upon the prob I ems of neuronal spec 1 f i city and pI ast i ct-

ty, and more generally upon the problems of learning and memory. For 

example, long-term stimulation (electrically and/or chemically) during 

the development of the cultures might lead to changes in their re-

sponse to electrical. stfmulatton, changes in their gross morphology 

or ultra~tructure, or changes in their synthetic activities (RNA, pro

tein, etc.). Even short-term, acute electrical stfmulatlon mi~ht 

induce detect~ble changes in their bioelectric response to stimulation, 

or in·their biochemical synthetic activities. 



V. SUMMARY 

1. Explants·from the.cerebellum and mtdbratn of newborn rats were . 

'cultured tn pl~sma clots on f.lylng covers! ips tn roller tubes. 

2~ Neurons differentiated and matured tn cultures and they seemed 
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to matntatn a normal morphological appearance. After 2 to 3 weeks In 

culture~ the nerve eel I bodies became largely arranged in a flat 

array embedded between ~I tal eel Is and neuronal and glial processes. 

Many of the·axons .became ~yellnated and silver impregnations often 

revealed terminal boutons. 

?~ Spontaneous bioelectric spike activity was recorded rn the major

t~y, of the cultures from single neurons by placing extracellular ml- , 

c'roelectr·ud~:~~ lll:!dl ll11::1 i'1euronel !omc. It wo~ ~hown by kt II tng th" cQII 

nearest to the electrode tip that the spikes originated in living 

neurons whose somas were Immediately adjacent to the tip of the elec

trode. 

4. The. patterns of unlt spike activity Included bursts with Irregular 

st·ient p~rlods of sometimes several seconds, doublet and triplet 

sptke patterns with Intervals as short as 4 - 5 msec., and at times 

regular ftrl.ngs. At room temperature, the average frequency ranged 

from a few spikes per minute to up to 100 spikes per second In some 



of the bursts. 50 - 300 spikes per minute was the most qommon. In 

general, the tntersplke Interval histogram showed vartattons tn 

the distribution of Intervals that was much more complex than a 

simple Gaussian or Poisson distribution. 

5. Reduct.ng the temperature from 25°C to 16°C decreased the average 
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spike frequency to almost zero and lengthened the duratfon ~f the spIkes, 
•i, 

while raising the temperature to 36°C Increased the average spike fre-

quency by a factor of up to 2 and shortened the duration of the 

spikes. Spike activity stopped at temperatures higher than 43 - 45°C •. 

6. Spikes simultaneously recorded with two microelectrodes from 

two neurons in the same microscopic field and separated by as far as 

200 ~showed varying degrees of correlation with each other, I.e., 

spikes from one neuron were accompanied within a smal I time Interval· 

by spikes from the other neuron more often than expected on the basis 

of chance. 

7. 10 ~g/ml sJrychnlne increased the average spike frequency and· 

·changed the discharge pattern of single neurons In culture in a way 

similar to the changes seen .!..!!. situ. 

8. Lowering the calcium concent~atton tn the bathing medium resul

ted fn a transient high frequency burst followed by a decrease of 

the av·erage spike frequency. I rrevers l b I e damage was caused by 
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remova I of a II ca I c I urn from the bath lng med I urn for l·onger than a few 

minutes. 

9,: Oecreas I ng or IncreasIng the m_agne~ I urn concentratIon resu I ted In • 

an increasing or decreasing average frequency of unit spike activity, 

re·spect i ve I y. 

16. Membrane potentials ·of up to -77 mv and subthre~hold signals 

resembling EPSP's were recorded with ultrafine lntracel lular micro

electrodes from the somas of cultured neurons. 

I I, From the non-random lntersplke Intervals, from the close 

correlation of simultaneous spike trains from two neurons, as 

wei I as from the action of strychnine and magnesium, It Is concluded 

thflt .the neurons i:n these thIn cuI tyres of rat cerebe II urn and 

midbrain are synaptically connected to form complex nets of inter

acting units. They represent a much simplified, Isolated neural net 

accessible to visual observation and electrode exploration under 

controllable environmental conditions. This· work demonstrates that 

this preparation may be suitable for the correla·ltve study of function 

and structure in the mamma I ian centra I n.ervous system which might 

possibly lead to a better understanding of neuronal ·development, 

·pI ast ic i t,Y, and the mechanisms of I earn i n'g and memory. 
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V I • APPEND I X 

Computer Program for Analyses of Spike Trains 

Two channels of an a-channel tape recorder were used to 

record the 10-volt square pulses that were produced by two 

discriminator- pulse generators for each neuronal spike (see fig. 2). 

The two simultaneous pulse·trains were later analyzed with a general 

purpose computer (Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-8/1) to construct time 

i nterva .1 hIstograms and cross- I nterva I hIstograms as defIned in fIg. 

4. The computer simultaneously generated four histograms and displayed 

them in the four quadrants of the.oscll loscope screen: a) the Inter

vals of train A (from neuron A), A1v A2, efc. (desi'gnated histogram 

AA>; b) the intervals of train 8 (from neuron 8), 81, etc. (designated 

histog.ram 88); c) the first-order backward recurrence times between 

a spike in train A. and the next previous spike In train 8 (V_ 1) 

(desIgnated h l stogram 8A); and d). the first-order forward recurrence 

times between a spike In train A and the next following spike In train 

8 <V 1> (designated histogram A8) ~see fig. 4). Each histogram could 

consist of a maximum of 512 by 512 points (10008 by 10008 >. 

The cycle time (40 ~sec.) for displaying one point of the 

display routine was used as a unit of time for the measurement of time 

I nterva Is. The. bas I c d I sp I ay consIsted of two hor I zonta I I I nes made up 

o.f 1024 points each (baselines for spectra AA, 88, and 8A, A8, respectively). 

\ 
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The bin size could be selected by choosing an approprlat& divisor to 

convert the number. of d.Jsplay point cycles to the desired bin duration. 

Each occurrence of a spike <= a pulse from the discriminator 

Interface) caused the display routine to be interrupted and the 

computer program to be transferred from the display routine to the 

main program with a subsequent resumption of the display routine. 

The overal I logic diagram and the flow diagrams for both the display 

routine and the main interrupt program are given below. 

Figs. 31-34 are examples of interspike Interval histograms 

·cAA or 88), figs. 37-40 are cross-Interval histograms {SA and AB). 



1:. 
·OVERALL LOGIC DIAGRAM 

f TIME BASE GENERATOR Jt-------. 

Spectrum AA Spectrum BB 

I 4 

Spectrum BA Spectrum AS 
l 

_4 . 
r-------------------~ 

Display on osc1! loscope screen 

'"---t HI stogrnm AS 
(Starting address = 4001 ) .. 

8 

~......----t Histogram SA 
(Starting addrcsG = 37778>~ 

Histogram BB 
---- (Star~ing address = 20008> 

.__ Histogram AA 
(Starting address = 10008 > 

PULSES FROM 
TAPE RECORDER 
(2 channels) 

DISCRIMINATOR 
INTERFACE 
(2 channels) 

INTERRUPT ;....,.,...--_ _..... 

TIME INTERVAL 
MEASUREMENT 
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DISPLAY and TIMING ROUTINE 

' E;9 
Set all variables to zero . 

' Load X Into X-coordinate -
buffer 

-
Load Y Into Y-coordlnate 
buffer 
Y = 512 (base II ne) + 
content of address ( 1000 + -- . 

X) (= number of counts In that bin) Increment cycle 
counter by one 

Disp-lay points specified by 
X and Y coordinate buffers 

~ no 
Set X = X + 1 1 X > 1024 ? I -

yes 

' 

Set X = o I 

Load X into X-coordlnate 
buffer -

Load Y Into Y-coordinate 
buffer ' 

Y = content of address (3000 + -· 

X> (= number of counts in that bin) Increment cycle 
counter by one 

Dlsplay.points specified by 
X and Y coordinate buffers 

' no 

Set X = X + 1 I 

~ 
I 

s 

Set X = 0 I •. I 
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MAIN INTERRUPT PROGRAM 

Save contents of accumulator 

Count A 

A 

Bin number = INTV = 
Counter. set.ting 
divided by divisor 

no 

yes 

Set BA = AB = INTV 

. : 

Set 
..... !----X BA =·~ INTV 

Set BA = 
BA + INTV 

Count as OVER 

Save "Channel A has 
caused last interrupt" 

and link 

~==t pagel t------
B 

. B 

Add one to address 
1000 + INTV 
(Spectrum AA) 

INTV + BA 

X----. 

z 

no 

Add one to address 
3777 - INTV 
(Spectrum BA> 

Set. INTV = INTV + AB 

no 

Add one to address 
1000+ INTV 
(Spectrum AA) 

Return to 
display routin 

(resume where 
interrupted 
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MAIN INTERRUPT PROGRAM· (cont'd.) 

Bin number = INTV = 
__ _...,..., Count B t-----'~ Counter settl ng 

~-,...;..,.___ divided by dIvisor 

Set BA = AB·= INTV 

Set A~ = 
INTV.+ AB 

OVER 

A 

Add one to address 
4001 + INTV 
(Spectrum AB> 

Set INTV = INTV + BA 

yes 

no 

Add one to address 
2000 + INTV 
(Spectrum BB) 

Add one to address 
2000 + INTV 
(Spectrum BB> 
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Set INTV = INTV + AB 

Add one to address 
4001 + 1 N rv 
(Spectrum AB) 

INTV + AB 

Save "Channel B has 
caused la.st interrupt" Return to 

display routine 
L-------------'3_.1 (resume where 

interrupted) 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






